
CHAPTERS 

THE CHIPI<:O MOVEMENT 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The canvass of the environmental movements 111 India is simply vast. In the 

eight-fold classification of the environmental movements that we..: have..: presented 

in the ptevious chapter following Anuharia ami Sengupta (1998), the fotest and 

land based movements to.p the list. It is obvious, therefore, ·that the forest 

resources in particular and natural resources in general have become the sites of 

contestations between the marginalized livelihood communities and the 

developmental state, leading to the emergence of the environmental moveme_nts 

around the issues of natural resources. The contemporary era of world history 

contrasts the earlier ones in its immensely high rate of resource utilization pulled 

' by intensifying industrial and agricultural production leading to a new pattern of 

resource utilization as opposed to the sustainable and limited pattern of 

indigenous modes of resource use. Moreover, the.· communities hitherto 

marginalized by the political dynamics of the Indian society have been put to 

further marginalization by the developmental state and its national project. Thus 

the conflicts over natural resources in general become manifest when the..: new 

patterns of resource use face challenges ,from the communities whose livelihoods 

arc at stake..:, threatened by the..: destruction and over exploitation of their 

rcSOll rCl'S. These..: appear under the rul>ric of the 

~nvironmental/ ecological movements. Such movements have proliferated 111 

India and elsewhere in the recent years. 

India witnessed a radical shift 1n the pattern of resource use especially 

smce the East India Company rule gradually coming down to the post -

independent Indian nation state on the ~ne hand, and, the state failed to remedy 

the perpetuating exploitation and marginalization of the marginal groups on the 

other, generating a series of people's movement ag~inst state failure to deliver 

social justice and its encroachment over people's livelihood resources, generating 

a deluge of discontent brewing in the minds of the communities so affected. 1\s a 
I 

result. several forest based environmental movements have been recorded in the 
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post-independent Indian history. Chipko is one maJor movement among such 

protest movements, which is built upon the state management of forest resourc~s 
' 

and their implications to the peoples' livelihood opportunities on the one hand, 

and the issue of exploitation of the local communities by dominant sectio·ns of 

the society outside the hills. The landscape of the movement represents a 

dialogical, agent-structural pattern of interact_ion betw~en the state actions and 

the consequent peoples' responses in their struggle for securing their right to the 

sustainable livelihood resources in a given spatial-temporal specific. 

In the sections that follow, a detailed study of the Chipko movement 

shall be presented. To this _end, we shall begin our discussion in a narrative mode 

with a brief narration of the contextual background, evolutionary history, and the 

causes of the Chipko movement neatly presented. under different heads. In the 

later part, we shall present an analytical discussion on tl1e dyn~mism. of and 

transformations in the Chipko movement as an environmental social movement. 

5.2. THE CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUN:O 

The Chipko movement originated in the Uttarakhand regwn. The 

Uttarakhand region is constituted of eight hill districts of Uttar Pradesh (presently 

in the newly created state of U ttaranchal) namely, Chamoli, U ttarkashi, 

Pitl;oragarh, Almora, Nainital, _Dehra Dun, Pauri and Tehri (these districts have 

been slightly altered i.n present day Uttaranchal). It is a mountainous region with 

strikingly high moun rains ranging from 1000 · ft. to 25000 ft. above the mean sea 

kvel, and hardly with any visible stretch of plains. Populated mainly by Hindu 

and Atyan majority of Northern India with the exception of some small Tibeto

Mongoloid tribal groups, of the Bhotias inhabiting· the higher altitudes, 

Uttarakhand ·represents a umque geo-topographical characteristic with 

precipitous slopes, thin and fragile soils, and ample 'water and forests. Relatively 

i an inaccessible land for outsiders, the U ttarakhand .. Himalayas had rich forests, 

which had long been central to the livelihood strategies of the mountain people. 

Terrace agriculture and animal husbandry constituted the dominant economic 

. activiry of the people. The forests provided essential inputs like leaf manure for 

farming, grazing and fodder for cattle, and fuel and foodstuff for household 

consumption; thereby meeting the basic subsistence needs of the local populace. 
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Given this situation, 1t 1s obvious that any encroachment to their livelihood 

resources was apt to generate resistances from the people. 

The background of protest is provided by the degree of maldevelopment 

and deepening poverty and high level of illiteracy (sec table 5.1 for details), and 

the continuous process of marginalization of the hill community. 

Table SJ_ 
Literacy Rates in the Hill Districts of UP (1971) 

District Literacy (%) Female Literacy 
(%) 

Chamoli 28.13 9.00 
Uttarkashi 28.13 4.89 
Tehri Garhwal 19.05 4.34 
Pauri 31.53 14.84 
Pitoragarh 31.37 14.57 
Almora 28.77 11.37 
Naini Tal 32.51 21.05 

Source: Tewari (1982). 

A few simultaneous developments in the region ultimately led _the people 

ro protest. Firstly, the Indo-China border conflict of 1962 proved a landmark 

event in the ecological history of U ttarakhand in in~cpendcnt India. l11 its 

aftermath, an extensive network of roads was built throughout the region. 

Although the government's motive to this end was clearly military-strategic, yet it 

was big fallout for the region. The mountains weakened by the blasts during road 

construction witnessed a sudden opening to all kinds of traffic boosting not only 

the process of extraction of natural resources like timber and non-timber forest 

products, quanying of lime stones and other minerals to feed the ambitious and 

profiteering entrepreneurial enterprises in the plains, but also the uncontrolled 

flow of pilgrims to the Hindu shrines of Kedarnath, Badrinath, Gangotri and 

Y amunotri. The increased traffic paved the way for the construction of concrete 

structures for hotels, restaurants and shops all throughout the pilgrimage routes. 

The rapid flowing rivers were too promptly recognized as sites for hydroelectric 

projects with a. complete connivance at the seismic sensitivity (U ttarakhand 

region is said to be prone to seismic incidences owing to its very location, as has 
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been corroborated by the following table showing majo( earthquakes that have 

taken place over the years) of the region: 

· Table 5.2 

Incidence of Major Earthquakes in U ttaranchal 

Date Year Place Measure (R. Scale) 

22 May 1803 Uttarkashi 6.0 
01 September 1803 Badrinath 9.0 / 

28 May 1816 Gangotri 7.0 
11 April 1843 Chamoli 5.0 
14 Februaty 1851 Nainital 5.0 
14 May 1935 Lohaghat 7.0 
02 October 1937 Dehradun 8.0 
11 December 1943 Chamoli 5.0 
28 December 1958 Chamoli/Darchula 6.25 
06 September 1964 Darchula 5.3 
27 July 1966 Kaphot 6.3 
28 August 1968 Darchula 7.0 
20 October 1991 Uttarkashi 6.6 

~ 

29 March 1999 Chamoli 6.8 

Source: Lokesh Nawani (2005). Uttaranchal Year Book 2005, Dehradun: 
Winsar Publications 

i\11 tht:st: activities and their cumulative impacts on nature amounted to a 

threatening disbalance of_the Himalayan ecosystem, keeping at stake the survival 

of the people in the region. , 

On the other hand, the forest policy of both colonial and independent 

India was inimical to the livelihood opportunities of the people. Even with the 

collapse of the colonial structure the policy and praxis of resource use by the . 

state continued along the colonial lines (Rawat: 1993) by designing the 1952 

Forest Policy following the patterns of the Forest Policy of 1894, thereby 

reinforcing the state's right to exclusive control over forest resources and their 

management. The Forest Department r~sorted to the monoculture plantation of 

Chir Pine at the cost of far more productive trees for local agro-forestry (Singh: 

1993). The commercial exploitation of forest by outside entrepreneurs with 

government approval resulted in indiscriminate felling of trees with devastating 

ecological cons~quenccs. The following Table shows the rate of deforestation in 
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the regwn 111 the post-independent period up to the eruption of the Chipko 

~viovement. 

Table 5.3 

Rate of Deforestation over the-Years 

Sl. Year of Block and No. Area in 
No. Felling_ acres 

1. -1959-60 Dasholi VIII-IX 6508 
2. 1960-61 Mandakini I 498 
3. 1961-62 Mandakini I 1659 
4. 1962-63 Mandakini I 1068 
5. 1965-66 Dasholi v 1872 
6. 1966-67 Dasholi VI 1500 
7. 1967-68 Dasholi VII 1421 
8. 1968-69 Dasholi VI 973 
9. 1968-69 Dasholi v 583 

Source: C. P. Bhatt (1988). 'The Chipko Movement: Strategies, Achievements 
and Impacts' inS. S. Kunwar (ed.) Hugging the Himalayas: The Chipko 

Experience. 

As a consequence of the rapid deforestation, among others, a notable 

fluctuation in the rainfall ,pattern was observeJ throughout _the hilly region of 

Uttarakhand, and more specifically in the Joshimath area. The variation in the 
' 

rainfall pattern in J oshimath area corresponding to the period immediately 

preceding the Chipko movement was so sharp that it indicated the ill 'effects 

of the process of rapid, commercial deforestation in the ecosystem of the_ 

region. The following figure highlights the changes in the rainfall patt·ern. 
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Figure5.4 

Graph Representing Rainfall Pattern in Joshlmath over the Years 
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Sow:ce: N. Juyal, R. K Pant and Omprilkash Bhatt (1998). 'The Calamity Prone 
C..entral Himalayas: A Seminar Report', in The Calamity Prone Central Himalayas. 

The fJgme above reveals the fact that the fag end of the colonial period 

and the entire period after independence up to the end of the 1960s experienced 

a decreased rainfall in Joshimath, which corresponds to the amount of increased 

deforestation during the said period. Moreover, the intensity of flood is said to 

have increased manifold in the period that corresponds to the commercial 

exploitation of forests in post-independence period Although it as been 

acknowledged that it is difficult to correlate deforestation and flood incidents in 

the .region, yet the people there feel that the intensity and magnitude of flood .in 

the recent period (say the flood of 20 July 1970) is several times higher than the 

previous ones (say, of 1868 flood in the Alakananda River and the flood-led 

landslide of 1893 in the Birehiganga River). It is also contended that although 

there were :rainfalls in the past higher than the normal (see the Chart above) yet 

the flood was less destructive vis-a-vis the July 1970 one, commerci..Y 

deforestation, blast shock during road constructio~ and other construction and 

other activities may be held culprit behind the de:,>tructive nature of floods in the 

:recent years. This angered the people against state's encroachment. The anger got 
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a further irrtpetus from the less analysed fact that the forest department and the 

private contractors who won the forest auctions preferred to employ cheap 

labour of the Nepalis and other migrants as against the ·local labour which was 

relatively expensive (l'ucker: 1 993); and little or no effort was made to set up 

processing stages in the hills for the tirnber and timber products (H.angam: L996)

both against the employment interest of the hill people. Furthermore, it was 

perceived that the encroachment by the state via its forest department into the 

local community's livelihood resources and the department's forest practices 

were ecologically degrading (lviishra and Tripathi: 1978), a perception that was 

strongly reinforced by a series of disastrous floods in the region in the flrst half 

of the 1970s (Pathak: 1994). The combined effects of all these factors stimulated 

the people to rise to resistance in the form of a protest movement, which later 

came to be designated as a Chipko Movement. 

5.3. THE MOVEMENT: WHAT IS IN A NAME? 

The name of the Movement, that is, 'Chipko' comes from the word 

1 
'embrace' in Hindi. It is said that the villagers hugged or embraced or stuck to the 

trees in the forest to prevent therri from being felled by the contractors. It is 

reported that the strategy of 'embracing' the trees to resist the felling of the trees 

was thought of by Chandi Prasad Bhatt in a meeting in the Mandai on April 1 sr, 

1973. This strategy is said to have been agreed to after a deliberation which had 

1 
to decide a method of resisting the axe-men from the felling of trees in the 

forests keeping in consonance wit the Gandhian ideology of non-violence as the 

entire programme was being espoused by the Sa1vodaya workers (Dangwal: 

1 998). Thus the name 'Chipko' was derived from the consensual strategy of 

clinging on to the trees as a non-violent ciirect action. 

Although the Chipko movement was experienced in the Uttarakhancl 

Hills in the 1970s, historically, the Chipko movement is also said to have derived 

its name from a similar protest against the native king 1\jit Singh of Jodhpur and 

his soldiers' attempt to take away the trees from the forest of Khejarli, a Bisnoi 

village in Rajasthan for use in the construction of a palace in 1731 (Dwivedi: 

1988; Bijlwand: 1988). This movement was led by Amrita Devi in which around 

363 people sacrificed theu· lives for the protection of their forests. This 
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movement was the first of its kind to have developed the. strategy of hugging or

embracing the trees for their protection spontaneously (Dwivedi: 1988; Bijlwand: 

1988; Dangwal: 1998; Albert: 2003; Karnik: 2005). 

But the proponents, of the Chipko movement deny the Khejarli incident 

to be the historical antecedent of the Chipko r;wvement. For instance, on _Iurie 

18, i 989 in a meeting at the office of the Dasholi Gram Swarajya Mandai 

(DGSNI) in Gopeswar, Chipko leader Chandi Prasaa Bhatt categorically denied 

any link of the Chipko movement with the Khejarli incident and clarified that the 

Chipko movement had its independent and spontaneous birth in Uttarakhand 

and therefore it is wrong to take the incident ~s a source of inspiration or an 

appreciative reference point whatsoever for the present Chipko movement. 

However, we do not engage here to suggest that the Chipko Movement 

of Uttarakhand has a historical link with the Khejarli movement; nor is it, unlike. 

Guha (1989) and Dang\val (1998), to suggest that the Chipko movement had no 

connection whatsoever with the Khejarli incident. Recognizing the complexity 

that quite often than not stories become histoty, and history becomes folk history 

rendering it difficult at times to unravel the threads, we propose that probably the 

story could have had provided a solution in deciding the strategy of protest that 

would be effective and non-violerit as dictated by the necessities of sarvodaya 

ideology and practice. 

\V'hatsoever be in its name and strategy, the Chipko Movement is one of 

the best known, most studied environmental struggles that dot the Indian 

landscape (See for example, Bhatt and Kunwar: 1982; Das and Negi: 1983; 

Weber: 1987, 1988; Guha: 1989; Shiva: 1991; Shiva and Bandyopadyay: 1986, 

1987; l'v!itra: 1993; Rangam: 1993, 1996, Rangam and Garb: 1996; Tiwari: 1997; 

M:.nvdsley: 1998). It is one of the first and frcc1uently cited environmental 

movements of Independent India to attract global attention, and hence marks a 

watershed in the history of Indian environmentalism. It has taken an iconic 

status, seen as an inspiring example of local action against the alienating and 

destructive incursions of the modern developmental state (Redclift: 1987; Ekins: 

1992; Escobar: 1995). 
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5.4. THE IMMEI)IATE CAUSE OF THE CHIPKO MOVEMENT 

It has been observed that there is a difference of opinion among the· 

academicians, activists, leaders and the masses about the, exact date of the origin 

of the Chipko movement. For instance, whereas the sarvodaya c~mp and its 

followers in Tehri Carhwal where Sunderlal Bahuguna took the leadership tell 

one story about the flrst incident of the Chipko movement, a diametrically 

opposed view is held by those in and around Gopeswar where Chandi Prasad 

Bhatt led the movement. Moreover, Kin~n Dangwal (1998) shows that the local 

people, \Vho were themselves the activists of the movement, differed significantly 

about the exact date of origin of the movement. 

Although the date of the first Chipko incidence, as according to the most 

agreed position, is that the first Chipko action took place spontaneously in April 

, 1973 in the village of Mandai in the upper AJakananda Valley in present day 

Uttaranchal Qain: 1984; Weber: 1987; Bhatt: 1988; Shepard: 1988;Joshi: 1988; 

Guha: 1989; Dangwal: 1998; Pahari: 1988, 2005). However, some studies have 

located the yet earlier incidences of the Chipko movement. For example, Kunwar 

Prasun (:WOS) points out that the fu·st rally protesting against the forest laws in 

Uttarakhand was brought out in Purola Bazar of Uttarkashi district on 11 

December 1972. On 12 December of the same year ano.ther demonstratlon was 

, launched in Uttarkashi town to tlus effect. 

Thus there arises a difficulty in locating the ftrst incidence of the Chipko 

and its date of occurrence. Hence, it constitutes a matter of further research. 

However, if we take the Mandai incidence (because of the consensual nature of 

the date with a few scholars agreeing to it) as the ftrst Chlpko movement to have 

taken place, it is held that the movement was· sparked off by the government's 

decision to allot a plot of forest area in the Alakananda Valley to sports goods 

Company called the Symonds Company. This angered the villagers because their 

sim.ilar demand to use wood for making agricultural tools had been denied by the 

government earlier. \Vith ·an encouragement from a local non-governmental 

organization called the Dasholi Gram Swarajya Sangh (DGSS), the villagers, 

chiefly women led by Sarvodayec Chamii PrasaJ Bhatt of the DGSS went to the 
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forest, einbraced the trees ,and prevented them from being felled by the axe-man. 

Thus, the movement directed· against the commercial logging in the· Hills \vas 

born. However, it needs to be pointed out here that the incident of hugging trees 

has been controv,ersial. During our field visits, despite sincere attempts; it was not 

, possible for us to meet a single person who actually hugged the trees in early 

1970s, and hence it remained far from being confumed by the present study. 

5.5. THE MOVEMENT AND ITS COURSE 

The Chipko movement was sparked off by the government's decision to 

allot a plot of forest area in the i\lakananda Valley to sports goods Company 

called the Symonds Company. The fust Chipko action (as has been pointed out 

elsewhere in the foregoing discussion), is said to hav~ taken place on 24 April 

1973 in the village of MandaJ (the description of the movement 'in greater detail 

•
1 

has been presented in the earlier portions), although there have been differences 

of opinion as well (see for· example, Prasun:· 2005) in the upper Alakananda 

Valley in present day Uttaranchal. This movemen~ set the ball rolling for the 

subsequent Chipko actions in the entire region. This is taken as the fust Chipko 

protest because in the earlier ones, the name 'Chipko'-was .not used. It was in this 

that the term 'Chipko' was used for the first time. 

!~mediately after this it was learnt· by the orgamzers of the Chipko 

nibvement that the Symonds Company had been allotted a new set of ash trees in 

the forest in Rampur ·Phata by the government (Shepard: 1988). The sarvodaya 

workers from Gopeswar under Bhatt's leadership rushed to the area, explained 
' ' 

the people about the plans o_f the Symonds Company, and prepared the people 

for a Chipko Movement. The villagers formed an action committee and watched 

the approach to the forest and prevented the company from felling trees there. 

Bhatt organized a meeting wlwre the company representatives were invited to 

present their opinion. The agents tried to intimidate the people with threats and 

i1i.sults but to no avail. However, immediately after the meeting a rumor was 

spread that the government was showing a movie to the people that night in a 

nearby town. People rushed to the town in the evening just to find that the flim 

had been cancelled. However, there were no vehicles for the people to go back 

home. \'V'hcn they reached Rampur village they heard that axe-men were gotng 
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towards the forest. However, when the villagers marched towards the foresr in a 

Chipko protest with bands, the labourers and agents had already gone away, 

felling a couple of trees. The villagers gua~·ded the felled trees for some Jays. The 

company's permit finally expired and hence the movement too came to an end. 

The Chipko action that took place in Reni is another event of historic 

importance in the chronological history of the movement. On March 26, 1974 a 

movement took place in Reni where it was led by Gaura Devi. This part of the 

Chipko movement was launched against the auction that granted a commercial 

company the pe~mit the company to fell the trees in the sensitive area of Reni. A 

series of meetings were held at J oshimath and Tapovan and the proposal of 

holding a Chipko Movement in Reni was decided. People had agreed to this 

because they did not want their forest to be felled. It was also deliberately decided 

in the meetings that Gaura Devi would lead the movement. There, Mahila 

Mangal Dal was formed primarily for the Chipko Moyement. But what had 

happened was that on that very day, that is; 26 March 1974, the people of Reni 

were called to Chamoli by the local administration to receive their compensation 

for the land that they had lost to army during the Chinese invasion. This was 

deliberately to avoitl the men from being there in Reni to facilitate the 

contractors to fell the trees. All men folk were in Chamoli and ·this opportunity 

was taken by the· Company to send the contractors ~nd axe-men to fell the trees 

in Re~. However, the won'len of Reni under the able leadership of Goura Devi 

prevented the labourers from felling the trees with their Chipko Protests. After 

the Reni Chipko, in June 1975, women launched another Chipko movement in 

, Gopeswar against the growing pressure of the Gopeswar Township. 

This was followed by anothe:· long protest lasting for around four months 

in Chanchridhar in Almora district in 1977-1978. Again in 1978 itself in the lower 

reaches of te world famous Valley of Flowers, the Bhyunder Valley women 

resorted to Chipko to save their forest which was being cut to supply fuel wood 

to the holy shrine of Badrinath. In 1979, the Chipko activists protested against 

the tree felling by the Forest Department in _lola- Kalyani situated in the Pindar 

Valley. 
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In the early 1980s, there was another Chipko movement in Dhungri

Paint()li village _in Pindar valley. In Dhungri Paintoli, the Horticulture department 

of the Government de<;ided to clear fell the Oak forest and convert the area into 

a farmland for the potato and apple farming. The Ca<m Panchayat of the area, 

which consisted of all male members, also had accepted the proposal willingly. 

Then the women felt that if their forest is clear felled, it \Vill consequently make 

the life of the women more difficult. Hence, on the question of women's share in 

decision-making on questions of environment and forests, the women put up a 

brave protest to save their oak forest from being replaced by an orchard. 

However, in the recent years the symbolic 'tree h11gging' strategy gradually 

disappeared with the ban on commercial tree felling. However, the focus of the 

activists shifted to the realization of women's empowerment and eco-

development strategies as parts of the Chipko strategy of strengthening 

traditionally practiced harmonious man-nature relationship. Such activities are 

carried out even today by the Chipko activists and more particularly by the 

Dasholi Gram Swarajya Mandai. 

From the brief ovetvtew of the environmental rnovements 111 India 

(Chapter 5, section 4.2.) and from the discussion on the course of the Chipko 

movement it is revealed that the environinentalt11ovements have been influenced 

in their course by the factors like culture, history etc in their respective structural 

contexts and tat they have shifted their stances in relation to the objectives, 

demands, and strategies, culminating in the transformation of the nature of the 

movement itself. Hence, in the sections that follow, we have attempted a detailed 

discussion on the various sttuctural factors and agencies that form the various 

parameters of the movement, their interplay and the resultant dynamism and 

transformations in the cnvlronmental movem'ents. 

5.6. MOVEMENT PARAMETERS AND MOVEMENT DYNAMISM 

The Chipko movement has been variously interpreted by researchers and 

scholars. Guha (1989) .argues that the movement was basically an agrarian 

movement against commercial forestry in Uttarakhand. Some (Raghunandan: 

1_987) interpret the move1~1ct1t as a fight by the local people against tc forest 

department for entitlement to forest resources which people felt belonged to 
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them. Shobita Jain (1984) calls it a feminist movement; and yet others like 

Vandana Shiva and J. Bandyopadhyay (1986) view the Chipko movement clearly 

as an environmental movement for saving the ecology of Garhwal. Lawrence 

Cox (1999) has argued that the established perspectives on social movements 

operate with an inadequately narrow conception of the 'object' that is being 

sn!died and thus tends to 'reify' "movements" as usual activity against essentially 

static backgrounds, and in its place, he advocates a concept qf social movement 

as the more or less developed articulation of situated rationalities. The 

aforementioned interpretations of the Chipko movement, as they appear, tend to 

ignore the dynamic aspect of the movement by analyzing them as operating in 

essentially static backgrounds. Following Cox, therefore, the movement needs to 

be. studied as articulation of situated rationalities by perceiving it as a tactical, 

· dialectical response to the harsh realities of the political system. This would help 

us capture the essential dynamic and trans formative aspects of the movement. 

Environmental movements, like any social movert1ent, have a life course. 

The movements are, therefore, dynamic and transform in course of their origin 

and development till their demise. By the dynamics of the environmental 

movements, we mean the progressive changes tpat take place in the goals and 

strategies of these movements, culminating in its transformation to a newer form 

with a new set of objectives and strategies. As the movement endures and grows, 

the objectives and strategi~s change- they are likely to become broader (generally) 

and hence more vague than they were at the beginning. A movement moves 

owing to the strategic relational interactions between its structural elements and 

agencies, which are the actors in the movement. In other words, the goals of the 

movement change in relation to the dialectical agent-structural interactions with 

the society, state and institutions. And, it goes without saying that the strategy 

and changes in it not only reflect the changes in the objectives of the movement, 

but are also strongly influenced by the relationship of the movement to the larger 

society and other movements as well. Hence, as a collectivity, the environmental 

movement is characterized by an emergent social structure and culture. The 

social structure is reflected in the relationship between the leaders and followers. 

The culture of the movement encompasses both norms-that is, the standardized 

expectations of behaviour Jevclopcd by the members of the movcinent, and 
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values, which include programme-the scheme of change, and ideology- a body of 

ideas justifying the programme and strategy of the movement. 

Thus the social-structural elements like caste, religion, culture, history and 

institutional changes in their interactions with the agencies like the supporters, 
\ 

activists, leaders, political parties, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 

produce a dynamism and transformation in the movement. This dynamism and 

1 transformation affects the state, the society and their interrelationships as well, in 

turn bringing about a desired social reform in the form of a change in public 

policy etc. Since the environmental movement continued to move, grow, change 

and . promote change since its inception, the exercise that follows attempts an ' 
-

analysis of the interactions of structural panimeters and the agencies of the 

' movement and the consequent transformations of the movement 1n its life 

course, affecting the domain of public policy ami hence social reform. 

It is the movement dynamism that leads to shifts and transformations in 

the movement. The dynamism of the movement is produced by the di~lectical 

interaction of the movement with the different parameters of the movement. Let 

us briefly explore the different parameters of the mmrement, both agencies (like 

Parties, NGOs, Leaders etc) and structural (relational such as caste relations and 

religious affiliations, embedded such as cultural and historical legacies, 

institutional such as international environmental agreements, legal 'and 

constitutional framework etc). 

Thus the dynamics of the Chipko movement over the last-thirty years or 

so produced by the parameters of the movement and the changes thereof, its 

gradual evolution and metamorphosis, the state response to the movement and 

movement dynamics at different stages of the movement, an,d the broader 

impacts of the public perceptions of the movement have been discussed below. 

5.6.1. Caste and Religious affiliations and Movement Dynamics 

Gadgil and Guha (1992) see the caste system as a form of ecological 

adaptation. Contrarily, from the perspective of movement analysis, we believe 

that if there is a hierarchical social order based on exploitation,. the obvious 
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differences that germinate between those belonging to different strata of the 

hieraochy is likely to mar the efficiency of mobilization. In other words~ we 

believe that the structural relational· facton; like caste cleavage.s and religious 

differences are likely to bear an impact on the movement organization and 

mobilization. Hence we explored the influence of these social structural elements 

and their impact on the movement first thmugh seconda.t:y researc~ followed by 

I , intervieWS and attitude SCaling Of the people who were asSOciated With mobilizing 

for the movement 

The attitudinal scaling on the qua.'tion showed the following: Some 5(Y'/o 

of the respondent felt that caste cleavages and religious differences have made 

some impact on the movement; but another about 40% of the .respondents had 

to say that these social factors had no influence whatsoever on the movement 

and its course (see figure 5.6 below for details). 

Figure5.5 
. Attitude Types on the Statement: Caste and Religious affiliations have 

influenced the Movement and its Course 
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This gave us the impression that the socio-religious differences might 

have had a significant impact on the movement Hence .• to retest the findings~ we 
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took 0;1 to the analysis of the Census data and also to the interviews conducted 

on the movement with the movement activists, media persons etc. 

A brief look at the census figures on the population structure of the 

region in terms of the population of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and 

their proportion to the total population of the region shows that the region is 

predominantly inhabited by upper castes Hindu population, with hardly twenty 

percent of the population belonging to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 

Tribes Communities. The people of U ttarkhand comprise basically of two 

indigenous groups. First are the Hindu and a few Muslim subsistence farmers, 

artisans and other service castes and specialist castes who live in the lower 

· Himalayas (up to about 7,000 feet above sea level) and who speak an lndo-1\tyan 

language closely related to the Hindi of the plains but not mutually intelligible 

with it. These people and their language' are referred to as 'Pahari'. The Hindu 

populatiori. includes two closely allied landowning high castes, the Brahmin 

farmers and priests and the Rajput farmers, who c;omprise 8 percent and 68 

percent of the population, respectively (Berreman, 1983), and Scheduled castes, 

who ~omprise 16.8 percent of the mral populati.on (Singh, 1983). Second, and 

much less in number, are the Tibetan-speaking Buddhist farmers, herdsmen and 

traders who live at higher elevations and generally to the north, called Bhotrya, 
I 

who are the Scheduled Tribes. 

Hence, the lower castes and tribal groups form a very small fraction of 

the total population of Uttarakhand. The district wise breakup of the Scheduled . . 
Caste and Scheduled Tribe population and their proportion to total population 

would ptoYide us with some insights on the possible impact of caste on the 

moYement in the region. The Table below gives us a bird's eye v1ew of the 

population structure in the region (Sec figure below for detaiJs). 
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Table: 5.6 

The Proportion of SC and ST Population to Total Population in the Eight 
Hill Districts of UP, which presently forms the Uttaranchal State. 

District Total Scheduled 'Y,, of SC Scheduled % ofST 
Population Caste (SC) Population Tribe (ST) Population 

Population to Total Population to Total 
Population Population 

Uttarkashi 239709 54594 22.77 2300 

Chamoli 454871 79572 17.49 10273 

Tehri 580153 . 82384 14.20 615 
Garhwal 
Dehra Dun 1025679 137464 13.40 84876 

Garhwal 682535. 92261 13.51 1502 

Pithoragarh 566408 115832 20.45 18313 

Almora 836617 184237 22.02 2739 

Naini Tal 1540174 243314 15.79 12660 

TOTAL 5926146 989658 16.69 133278 

Constructed on the I3asis of State Primary Census Abstract for SCs and STs, 
Census of India 1991 

0.95 

2.25 

0.10 

8.27 

0.22 

3.23 

0.32 

0.82 

2.4 

However, in the areas where the Chipko movement was active, for 

instance, in Uttarkashi, Tehri Garhwal and Chamoli region, the population of the 

scheduled castes communities somewhere between 14 to nearly 23 percent. Om 

intelYiews wit the movement activists revealed that the hill community believed 

1 

in caste-based differences. Fo_r instance, Ramesh Pahari, spokesperson of the 

Chipko movement associated with the DGSS explained, 

"1-'lvm o11r heart and mind, we want to do awa_y with the caJte dijjerente.r in 

o11r .rocie(y. 13111 110 om /Ja.r tbe t'Oitmge /o be._~i11 the jii'Ote.r.rjivm o11e 'J home. 

fl:.'e JIIC!Y Jbare bread loget/Jel~ b11! JJ!hen it come.r to the queJtioll r!f'mmriage 

a11d Jociol relation.r, tbi11g.r are not ea~y; people are 1101 recufy lo accept illler

m.rte marriageJ" (Personal Interview with Pahari). 

But when we come to the question of movement mobilizations, 

theactivists interviewe held tht the movement was not influenced adversely 

despite caste divisions prevalent in the region. In :his connection, Pahari says, 
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"J-loweve1~ in tbe co111:re q/ the IJJOIJemellt the atJte bieran:I!J and d~fference, 

JJJhich i.r q11ile nj!,id hi!re, fwd 110 illlpad on lllobilization r!f /be JltO/lt:menl 

Jvbat.roiu;el: Tbi.r iJ bewll.fe qftbe ideoiOJ!)I qf S amodc!ya, 1vhidi bo11nd together 

all tbe actit;i.rts. Therefore, w.rte factor had no impact the moJJement and its 

co!II"J·e" (Personal Interview with Pahari). 

Yet the movement was not adversely impacted by the caste factor 

primarily because of the movements' ideological orientations Gandhian 

; Sarvodaya, which treats every one as equals. This is what Murarilal, another 

activist who belonged to the Scheduled Caste comrimnity also opined. According 

to him, 

lf/l~ are t/Je Jamodc!ya Brolhen·. Yo11 knmP, we, Bhal(jt~ Chakradha~ji, 

S /Ji.rlllfpa!Ji, 11~y.re!f; and lllm!Y otiJm· 11.red lo .ril and eat togetbet: lf./e, bo11nd 

I!Y the ideology ofSa17Jodqya, are all eq11a!J-. The food that waJ·prepared wa.r 
' ' . 

common for a// ... " (Personal Interview with Murarilal). 

From this it is evident that the results we obtained through the attitude 

scaling pertained to a very small group of respondents, spread over a large part 

of the region, and that, it might not clearly reveal the true nature of the affect of 

caste factor on movement dynamics. Contrarily, the group of the· activists we 

interviewd comprised of high caste people W<e Ramesh Pahari, Sanjay Kothiyal, 

, Chakradhar Tiwari. on the one hand and like Shishupal singh Kunwar and 

l'duralilal who belonged to the lower caste groups on .the other. The interviews 

with all these people assert the single idea that caste differences existed but the 

people rose above the caste differences, united by· the Gandhian ideology of 

' Sarvodaya, in their protests against exploitation and marginalization of the Hill 

people and the denial of their customary rights over their livelihood resources . 
. • 

Hence, as revealed from our interviews, observation.s an'd the census data, we 

realized that there were at least three factors that ea'sed the movement in its 

mobilizations despite caste differences. First, in all those districts where the 

movement was active, the scheduled caste groups comprised in an average less 

than twenty percent of the total population. Secondly, the movement adopted a 
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predominantly Gandhian ideology which acted as a social leveler, cutting across 

caste boundaries. Thirdly, it was also observed that the n1ovement emerged 

against the deprivation of the peoples' usufnktus rights over the forest 

resources, which ·affected everybody irrespective of the caste differences. Thus, 

, every individual saw the movement as a vehicle through which they would 

restore their customary rights over their livelihood resources. 1-Ience, the 

present researcher is under the impression that the movement was not so much 

affected adversely by the caste differences prev'ailing in the region. However, a 

rigorous further research to this end, focusing exclusively on the caste 

afftliations and its impact on movement dynamics may reveal .the magnitude of 

impact of caste on movement and its dynamics, which, of course, is beyond the 

scope of the present study. 

The region is a multi religious one, inhabited by people belonging to 

different religious denominations. However, a majority of the population of the 

region belongs to Hinduisni.This is because the non-hindu tribal groups form a 

ve11' small fraction of the population, occupying the northernmost part of the 

region bordering Tibet; and other religious groups, specially the Jains, Sikhs, 

and Muslims are spread mostly in the urban and semi urban areas. The Table 

' below shows the population of different religious groups in different 

districts/tehsils of Uttaranchal. 

Table: 5.7 

Religious Distribution ofUttaranchal Population 

Religion Persons Total --

Rural Urban 
Male Female Male Female 

Hindu 2717064 2785304 929496 780396 7212260 
Muslims 332066 293866 207674 178535 1012141 
Christians 5885 5498 7948 7785 27116 
Sikhs' 82566 75524 29157 24778 212025 
Buddhists 4753 3488 2239 1954 12434 
Jains 579 503 4212 3955 9249 
Others 275 225 162 108 770 

Source: 
Constructed on the Basis of the Basic Population l)ata, Census of lndia, 200\ 
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As in the case of caste differences, neither was the movement affected 

adversely by whatever little religious differences that exists in the population. 

This owes primarily to the fact that the hulk of the society in Uttaranchal belongs 

to the Hindu religious denornination (sec the table above for details). This was 

· also corroborated by pur interview with Shri ramesh Pahari, the spokesperson of 

the movement. Explaining the role played by the rligious differentiation in the 

movement, Pahari added, 

" ... 011 the religio11.r )i"ont ba.rical(y mo.rt q/ the people of the regzon are 

F-lindu.r. There are a .few Muslim.fundamentali.rts but th~y did not hm;e aJ?Y. 

negative feeling tmvards the movement organization and movement 

tllobilizations. Hem·e, alt!JO!tgh there mqy be .rome negligible amo11nt rf 

religious differences in the population, it bad no impad on mot;ement, imd its 

com:re" (Personal Intetview with Ramesh Pahari, May 2005). 

Hence, the present study developed the imp,ression .that there were caste 

and religious differences in the U ttaranchal popi.1lation, which, however, did not 

h:nre much of its impact in the movement and its course, because of the factors 

lik~ the issue raised by ,the movement to which every inhabitant of the Hill was 

concerned, becalfSe of the negligible amount of the scheduled castes and tribes 

population, because of the region being dominated by the hindu population and 

because, above all, the movement's ideological ·orientation to Gandhian 

Sarvodaya, which saw everyone. as a member of a family and acted as a cementing 

force, cutting across caste and religious differences. 

5.6.2. Influence of Cultural and Historical Leg~"cies and movement 

:Oynamics 

Analysis of cul.ture helps explain why certain ritual acts arc successful in 

mobilizing the environmental movement while others arc not. In addition, 

cultural analysis reveals how discourses and rirualisation impacts the solidarity, 

· . identity and consciousness of movement participants, which also helps explain 

why a movement is su,ccessful (Hsiao, et al: 1999). It is useful to invoke 

Norgaard's . (1994) proposition of co evol~ttion tn which he describes 

de,·elopment as a mutually interactive co evolutionary process between a social 
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system and its environmental system. The co- evolutionary theory emphasizes 

that the key to sustainable development is not simply a matter of choosing 

different technology for intervening in the environrhent, but also the mechanism 

of perceiving, choosing and using technique that are embedded in culture and 

social structure. This theoretical perspective is often applied in examining the 

environmental movements using cultural symbols, etc. as it argues that cultural 

production in the form of using cultural symbols and construction of identities 

and the creation of new meanings and values play an important instrumental role 

in facilitating the movements. Finally, the social movements arc shaped by broad 

set of political constraints and opportunities unique to the given context in which 

they are embedded. This perspective also contends that cultural production in 

environmental movement also takes a transformational role by facilitating the 

internationalization and values at the local level. Through actions involving 

activists, residents and outsiders, these new values have been constructed and 

reinforced. Thus, it becomes imperative to explore the role of ·culture in 

movement mobilization and its successes and failures, which we attempted in the 

present study. 

The entire of the Garhwal Himalayas is an abode of cultural diversity. 

Culture seems to have played a significant role in the Chipko Movement. The 

Chipko people believed that the trees were living and breathing carbon dioxide, 

the san:ie as they were. In essence, the trees should be respected. The extensive 

forests were central 'to the successful practice of agriculture and aniffial 

husbandl)'· In addition, medicinal herbs were used for healing powers. The hill 

people believed that the jungle of fruit, vegetables; or roots were used as aids in 

the times of scarity. The dependence of the hill peasant·,on forest resources was 

institutionalized through a variety of social and cultural mechanisms. Through 

religion, folklore and oral tradition, the forests were protected by rings of love. 

Specially in Kumaon region, hilltops were dedicated to local deities and the trees 

around the spot regarded with great respect. Many wooded areas were not of 

spontaneous growth and bore marks of the hillfolk's instinct for the plantation 

and preservation of the forest; indeed the spacious wooded areas extending over 

the mountain ranges and hill sides testimony to the care bestowed upon them by 

the successive generations of the Kumaunies. 
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Particularly in eastern Kumaun and around temples, deodar plantations 

are preserved. Hindus consider this magnificent tree superior to most trees. In 

such sacred groves, the traditonal form of forest preservation, and one found all 

over India, no villager ~vould injure the vegetation in any way. In parts ofTehri, 

leaves are offered to the goddess known as Pattltl Del,i This is only one example 

of the Hindu's fascination of vegetation association with gods. According to one 

elder: man, in the Ton's valley, roots the peasantry's food during times of scarcity 

are used only during culturally specifi~ times to inhibit overexploitation. 

Although the sacredness exemplified in the preservation of the forest, it was also 

the informal management practices :regulated the utilization of forest produce by 

the community. 

Having this pre-understanding of the hill peoples' cultural ethos relating 

to forest conservation, we conducted the attitude scaling of some thirty people in 

connection with the role of culture in movement dynamics. Our: analysis of the 

attitude pattern of the respondents on the cole played by culture in the Chipko 

movement reveals the following results (see figure 5.8 below): 

Figure5.8 
Attitude Types on the Statement: Culture and History has Shaped the 

Movement and its Course 

CULTURE AND HISTORY OF THii: PEOPLE AND 

THE REGION HAS SHAPED THE MOVEMENT AND.· 
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The figure above points out that the people feel that the embedded 

factors like culture and history of the people have shaped, the movement 

positively. The positive impact of the local culture on the movement was further 
' 

corroborated by the interview with Ramesh Pahari. To quote Pahari: 

'V11ring the movemmt, the cttltmr: had it.r impact. ~TYomen, 1vho were the 

dJief ador.r of the IJ/OtJet!lellt, .raid that fom"l.r me: their 'Maika' (Pmr:11t'.r. 

Hou.re) from 1vhere a da11ghter deriiJe.r help.r to .ro!tJe their problem.r and make 

a good living and that i.r wi!J 1ve me: trying to .rave the Jore.rt.r. There i.r al.ro a, 

traditio11 bere i11 the bill.r to Jvonhip the tree.r and the 1vatd- .rotm:e.r. Th11.r the 

ltiOIJeJJJel/t 1va.r po.ritiiJe!J i11jlJtem·ed ry the /om/ mltmr: and tmditioi1J·" 

(Personal Interview, May 2005). 

Similarly, history of the region is a history of protests. The entire of the 

Carhwal and Kumaon Himalayas have seen protests of different kinds both in 

the ·pre-independent period as well as after independence. Some notable 
' 

movements in the history of the region prior to the Chipko Movement include 

the 1857 uprising, the forest uprising ~n Chandrabadni (1906-07), the Rawain 

protests (1927-28), the Tehri Movement of 1946, the Saklana Uprising (1946-47), 

and the Kirtinagar Movement of (1948), and the Anti-Alcohol Movement (some 

of these movements have been briefly discussed below). Most of these 

movements have emanated from the feeling of relative deprivation by the people 

of the region vis-a-vis the~.r counterparts in the plains. Thus, the culture of 

protests is historically en grained' in the minds of the people, and it is thi; 

internalization of the protest culture by the people, which helped the Chipko to 

' emerge as a strong protest with a wide support base of the masses. This may be 

ftirther corroborated by the following findings from the ~ttitude scaling: 
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Figure 5.9 
Attitude Types on the Statement: The Strong Areas of Support have been 

where Cultural and Historical Traditions have been Favourable. 

THE STRoNG AREASOF.SUPFoRrFORTH£ MOVEMENT HAVE 
BEEN AREASWHER£ CULTURAiJHISTORlCAL. TRA.omoNS HAVE 

BEEN FAVOUiiABLE:TOTHE CAUSE OF THE MOVEMENT 

3%'7% 
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~Strongly Agree 

•Agree 
Disagree 
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The Chipko Movement lies in a path of continuity with the earlier forest 

based struggles in Utta:rakhand. Shiva:ramakrishnan (1995) is of the opinion that 

forests in India are at the centre of highly chacged conflicts. Use of the past by 

different historical subjects engaged in these contests over forestlands in India 

reSults in several threads intertwined across a shared fr:ame. Therefore, a proper 

analysis of the dynamics and transformations of any forest based conflict, and for 

that matter, the Chipko movement necessitates situating of the movement in a 

broader historical perspective of forest conflicts in the region. Th.is is because the 

Uttar:akhand region has historically been a tecrain of fore....-t resistances and 

uprisings since the precolonial days. Ramachandm Guha (1989) neady presents a 

series of struggles by the people of the region asserting their forest rights, by 

invoking the concept of 'dhanda/r!, a right to revolt traditionally sanctioned by 

custom. Instead of delving into the concept of dhandak which is beyond the 

scope of the present work, we shall quickly explore, although very briefly, the 
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chronological history of forest uprisings by the people in the region as a result of 

the state interference in the arena of forests that is regarded as the village 

communal property by the local inhabitants. These protests were intimately tied 

to the histoty of forest and forest management itself, and therefore, throw some 

light on the dialectics of state-movement interactions in the evolution of newer 

forest management and regulations regimes and the livelihood rights of th~ 

people. Hence, a curs01y reference to the historical anteced~nts of the 

movements is necessitated by the purpose of the study, which attempts to 

explore the dynamism and transformations of the movement. 

The histoty of forest and fore~t management in Uttarakhand in general 

and in Tehri Garhwal in particular prior to 1840 is shrouded in oblivion. The 

commercially motivated forest management began with the then Maharaja of 

Tehri Garhwal state leasing out his forests to some \'V'ilson on a paltty 'nazrana' or 

gift, who acquired the right of exploiting forest produce like musk, munal, hides 

. of wild animals and timber. Although the ftrst lease ended in 1850, it was 

~enewed the same year for just an amount of Rupees four hundred per annum .. 

' \'V'ilson ventured the massive commercial exploitation of forest resources 

particularly timber to feed the growing needs of wooden sleepers for the rapidly 

growir1g railways under the British colonial administration in the plains. The 

ftgure 5.10 below shows the trend of expansion of the Indian railways since its 

inception to the early 1900s. this is expected to give a birds eye v~ew of the 

timber demand by railway expansion acting as a 'p11/l facto/ for the commercial 

exploitation of the forests in the region which led to the deprivation of the 

people to their local resou'rces and develop in them a set~se of derivation, helping 

the movement to emerge and develop. The commercial exploitation of the 

Uttarakhand forests for the expansion of railways also implies that the region had 

been continuously drained off its resources to leave the population all the more 

marginalized in terms of economic benefits accruing of such resources. 
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Figure5.10 

Expansion of Railways over the Years 

Constructed on the basis of the figures obtained from 'History of Indian 

Railways', Government of India, Delhi (1964), p. 214 

The information provided above on the expansion of Indian railways 

makes sense in the present context in that what was haPf!ening in the forestry 

sector: with the .colonial intrusion was to some extent a ~festation of the Iarge:r 

orientalist colonial project of constructing India as knowable by representation, 

laying down ta.xonomic structures to represent biotic communities. The 

consequent massive development projects materialized in railway expansion, 

resulting in e,."tensive deforestation (Wi.tcomhe: 1972) and the consequent 

alienation of the forest dwellers from their forest rights, was a process that 

continued throughout the colonial era and even in its aftermath, producing 

disharmony not only between man and man . but between man and nature, 

ultimately to generate conflicts as manife.<rted in the Cbipko movement. 

Wilson's lease fmally expired in 1964 a~ which, immediately in 1865, 

Maharaja Bhawani Shah leased his forests of the C'-,angot:ri valley at a rate of 

Rupees ten thousand a year: to the British government for: twenty yea:rs. In these 

forests the people had become slaves of the forest department. To stop this 

oppression, the then native king Prntap Shah took back a pa:rt of the leased forest 

in 1885. However:, much like under: the colonial management, the forest 

management under: the Raja too produced similar: results as regards people.._, 

access to forest produce and pastures. Since a significant contribution to the 

revenue of the Tehri durba:r came from the rich forests, the Raja introduced the 
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measures of stricter forest conservancy modeled on the British colonial forest 

management system, inviting resistances from. the Rawait;t pargana of 

northwestern Tehri. This was the ftrst incidence of forest uprising in the Tehri 

Garhwal region. However, the demise of Pratap Shah compelled the people to 

end up their resistance for forest rights (Negi: 1947). 

The second recorded forest uprising is said to have occurred around 1904 

1n the Patti of Khujni to the south of Tehri. In this incident, heavy taxes were 

levied by the government on 'cattle for which the forests were the main source of 

fodder. As the people refused to pay these excessive and unjustified levies, they 

were inhumanly tre~ted by the governt~ent. Thus the pc.ople resented against it 

through a protest assaulting the then consetvator of forests Keshavanand 

' P-1amgain and his .staff. Immediately following this was the Chandrabadni 

movetnent. 

Chanclrabadni uprising took place sometimes in 1906-1907. It is said that 

on 27 December 1906,- the forests surrounding the Chandrabadni temple abo.ut 

14 miles away from the Tehri town were being inspected by Pandit Sadanand 

Gairola who had succeeded Mamgain as a consetvator of forests, for bringing 
' . 

them under resctvation. The same day, about 200 villagers armed with sticks 

, assembled at the camping ground where the official tents were pitched and 

objected to state interference in the forests over which they claimed full and 

extensive ·rights. They attacked the forest conservator for introducing forest 

regulations infringing upon their right to access to the forest resources. However, 

the fue ofdiscontent died down soon following the armed assistance the Raja got 

from the British government to quell the rebellion. 

Rawain Incident of 1930 is one of the r.1ost talked about forest uprisings 

tn pre-independent India. It is said that in 1927-28, the village folk of·pargana 

Rawain reinvented the Rawain incident as an oppositiot;~ to the new forest 

~ettlements developed based on the recommendations of the German expert 

J."ra·nz Iieske. 'T'he new forest settlement further restricted peoples' customary 

rights in forests in sharp contrast to the extravagant spending in the durbar. The 

prescriptions of the settlement are said to been such to disallow a family from 

keeping more than 10 heads of sheep, one cow and one buffalo, and taxes were 

1 
levied on herds exceeding the prescribed limits. Moreover, very little wasteland 

had been left outside the resetved forests for the villagers to meet their needs. 

This brewed discontent in the minds of the people; fuel to the fue was added by 
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a ban on puppy cultivation, leading to the eruption of the resistance under the 

leadership of Baij Ram. They rejected the new forest l.iinits and on- 20- May 1930 

put fue to a part of the forest. The uprising was finally ravaged by military fuing 

on 30 May 1930 at Tiladi. 

These apart, there were also other incidents of forest., upnsmgs 1n 

different parts of Uttarakhand at various points of time ~ncluding the I(umaon 

Movement of 1921, under the Kumaon Association voicing the popular demands 

of the inhabitants of the region regarding their rights and concessions in the 

forests (Guha: 1989). In all these movements, people protested peacefully but at 

times they turned violent too, as has been pointed out in the Tiladi incident of 

1930. 

Hence, history, like culture, has positively influenced the movement and 

its course. Wherever there had been protests in the past and wherever the man

nature relationship had been reinforced by cultural traditions, there the 

mobilization and support has been strong, and vice versa. Therefore, it is found 

that the movement had be.en strongly influenced in its course by culture and 

history of the region. 

5.6.3. international Regimes on Environment and Movement Dynamics 

Since the nature of the environmental problems is such that the_ 

globalization of the ecological issues has become inevitable, the governments of 

various countries are forced to come together to address these problems and 

agree to provisions for common interest. The Government of India, in this spirit, 

signed many international agreements relating to environment on Marine Wealth, 

Open Space, Air Pollution etc. India is a signatory of the Montreal Protocol, 

Biodiversity Convention, Antarctica Treaty and the Climatic Convention, among 

many others. These conventions and agreements have· brought not only the 

national governments together, but also have facilitaied the networking between 
I 

and among the environmental NGOs throughout the globe. India is also home to 

, a complex and diverse environmental movement in the nongovernmental sector. 

Though the most widely discussed issues have been extent and quality of forest 

cover, and the impacts of large dams, 'other concerns include biotechnology, 

genetic and biotic diversity, organic vs. high-input farming, and the preservation 

of wildlife and natural habitats. Thought and action have evolved together in the 

Indian citizenry's response to the state's vision of environmentalism. The array of 

citizen's actions range from grassroots activism to advocacy at international 
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levels, and have in common some commentary on development and the 

motivation to alter government policy in some ~vay. The qrliest citizen's groups 

formed around environmental issues in lndia were based on elite and aesd1et·ic 

sensibilities. These elite groups worked together with the state to protect 

particular areas and species. A constituency of 'preservationists' still exists, 

though their agenda is increasingly linked with the wider environ men tal 

movement. Two other main strands of thought stand in opposition to the species 

based conservationist approach. One perspective holds industrialization and the · 

existing development paradigm responsible for the environmental crisis, and 

espouses pre-colonial, pre-industrial rural India as the s~cial and ecological ideal. 

The second strand of thought is also critical of contemporary development 

processes. In addition, the social relations of production are invoked while 

explaining the occurrence and experience of environmental crisis. 

In the contemporary setting, environmental movements pose a critique of 

the established· model of growth, and simultaneously constitute a demand for 

redefining development. In all, the environmental movement tends to combine a 

Gandhian and a Marxist perspective, with respect to numerous human righ-ts 

issues and even democracy being a part of the conservation imperative. At the 

same rime, the species based approach to conservation is also taking into account 

the need to include local human populations, albeit only as part of a- management 

strategy. This diverse movement has contributed in a large way to the 

implementation of conventions related to biodiversity, at the ground level and at 

the conceptual level, and has also contributed to the stand that India has taken at 

the international negotiations relating to these conventions. Non-governmental 

organizations have been invited by the Ministry of Environment and Forests time 

and again to contribute to the evolution of policy relating to the environment/ 

biodiversity. At the same time, it has to be noted that a portion of the 

consetvation work at the ground level done by NGOs is critical of the state's 

policies or positions. 

Secondly, the trans boundary nature of the environmental crises has led to 

the emergence and growth of a host of environmental organizations. There are 

some common features of environmental catn'paigns made by different 

cm·ironmcntal NGOs associated with different envi.ronmcntal movements 

around the world, and the forms of activism, demonstration, and campaign may 

seem \"cry alike. The NCOs utilize global discourses in the form of environment, 

development and human rights. Thus, they make references to discourses outside 
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the state to criticize policies of the government. A dialectical :relationship exists 

between state envi:ronmentatism, international environmental agreements, 

international environmental organizations and the envi:ronmental movements in a 

given country. 

The:refo:re, these international instruments pe:rtaining to envi:ronment, 

the:refo:re, have had thei:r impact on the movement and its cou:rse. This was 

established through the :results of the measu:rement of attitudes of the people in 

the a:rea of ou:r study. The detailed pattern of the :response :received from the 

:respondents as been reported graphically in figu:re 5.11 below. 

Figure 5.11 

Attitude Types on the Statement: International Environmental Regimes 
and National Legal-Constitutional Framework have Influenced the 

Movement 

StronglY 
Agree 

·Agree OSagr~ ·Strongly . Undecided 
llsagree 

ATriTUDE TYPES 

The data :reveals that the people in Utta:rakhand believe that the 

international agreements on envi:ronment have had thei:r impact on the Chipko 

movement. Howeve:r, ou:r inte:rview wit some of the activists showed that the 

movement had no influences whatsoever from such international agreements and 

:regimes for intemational envi:ronmental governance. For instance, the present 

· :resea:rche:r's discussions with Ramesh Pahari in Gopeswa:r made things much 

fU2zy on the subject. When asked whethe:r the deveiopments in envi:ronmental 
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policy front, agreements etc 'at the national and internarionallevel influenced the 

movement, Pahari said, 

"Dmill._!!, !be IJJO/Ie/l/e/1/ Ill(! did 1101 cgel .ro IJJIIdl .rttppottjirmJ the NCO.r bill 

n1e ,go/ Jltp'port from Gandhi Peace f-'o11ndation, Ne111 Dilhi and Centre jrn· 

Scimce and Em1ironmen/, NeiJI Delhi. An11pc1111 Mi.riJrajiw11 Gandhi Peace 

Fo11ndation and Ani/ Agcmval jirm1 CSE regltlar!J Ji/~1-iled the plm·e and 

helped IIJ lo rai.re the con.r,ioll.me.r.r in the people. Morerwet~ it 1/!C/J IIJ~y IJI/Jo 

pmpagaled /he 11/0iil!ll/en/ 011/.ride the region. l.fYe go/ JlljJjJrntjirJIJI the mJJcml.r 

Bhat(ji '-go/ from/he 1\ifag.rqyJ·qy jitnd. OmY!, for Jpetified pmpo.re, Plcmnit(!!, 

CommiJJion conllib11ted .rome ji111d b111 it lliaJ not IIJWI for tiJe movement.· 

There JI!CI.I" no other it!J71tence from CII!J other organizatit)ll, poli~y or agreement 

on the ll/O/Je/llenl" (Personal Interview \X'ith ramesh Pahari). 

·Thus, despite the question being clarified several times, Pahari tended to 

avoid s~ying anything on the influence by the developments in international 

agreements etc on environment and stressed on othe contributions of the Indian ~ 

NGOs/Foundations like Centre for Science and Environment and Gandhi Peace 

Foundation. At one instan<;:e only he pointed out that the awa.t;ds received by\ 

' Bhatt like the Magsaysay Award helped the movement by the funds they entailed. 

This compelled us to further probe the issue through informal 

discussions with different people especially in Tehri and Gopeswar, interviews 

with media persons, and the secondary research on the question. It revealed that 

the movcmei1t was influenced, although · indirectly by the international 

agreements and regimes on environment. One Sanjay Kothyal, editor of the local 

daily (Yugvani) from Dehradun vocally stressed the infludnce _of the internatiohal 

environmental agreements, global environmental regimes and environmental 

NGOs on the movement. Kothyal had the opinion that, 

'73a.rimi!J t!Je Cbipko t/IO/iement 1/IC/J initialed i?Y IIJe L;,qji, /hal i.r 

Comnmni.rt Pat1Y of India JvitiJ till oi?JediJJe ql creatin._g it.r Jtrong/Jo/d in the 

region, JJJ/JidJ IJadfaced de!Ja.r/alion I?Y the Indo-China JV"ar r!f"/962. In 1/Je 

em!y _yean· qftbe lliOtJemwl, the IIJOI'ement concemed ihe!f JvitiJ the i.r.rtte qf 
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]a!, ]11ngle and]amin (lr:'aler, Fore.rt.r and Soil), tbe jimdclll/Wia! Hm.r.rilie.r 

~/ tbe people lo J'tt.rtain. In m11r.re ~/liiJle tbe ltiOIJe/lteJ// l11med to tbe i.r.r11e of 

ecolog)' and WfJimnlllenl ... "(Personal Interview with San jay Kothyal, 

Editor, Yugvani, Dchradun-May 2005) 

In fact, the mobilizations for Chipko movement began much before the 

Stockholm Conference (1972), somewhere in the fag end of 1969 itself. 

Stockholm Conference, which is one of the most significant developments in the 

environmental front, took place in 1972, immediately after which one sees the 

emergence of the Chipko movement as an environmental protest in 1973 (as 

formally recognized). Thus the Chipko movement has two faces: as a peasant 

resistance (Guha: 1989), and as an environmental movement. Although as the 

peasant movement, it might not have been influenced much by the internationai 

1 agreements, the popularization of the movement as an environmental movement 

of world repute took place much later, and has been certainly influenced by the 

international developments. 

5.6.4. National Constitutional Legal Framework and the Movement 

Dynamics 

The goal of the social movement is social change and quiet often than not 

the movements take constitutional law and law reforms as means to realizi11g the 

goal. Hence, social movements~ constitutional legal framework and society 

interact in a dialectical way. Social movements seek to secure law reforms; in turn, 

changes in the legal constitutional framework bring about changes in the societ)r. 

The emergence of the environmental movement like the Chipko movement in 

India has had significant changes in the Indian society and law. 

The constitution of India commits itself to save .the environment. Some 

important constitutional provisions pertaining to the e!wironment include the 

following: 

Article 48-A under Part IV of the Constitution reads, 

"T/11• J!tlk xhflll enr!ertJ•om· /o pm!a/ a!Jd i1J1j>mJ11: !he l!ll!'im111m:nl and lo 

.l"c(/e,~!lard !hej(m:.r!J and wildl(/e ~/!he l'OIIIII~y" 
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Later on, the forty·-~econd amendment to the Constitution (I C)7(>) added 

Article 51-i\ (g), which enshrines a fundamental duty that commits the citizen to 

environmental protection that reads that it shall be the (fundamental) duty of 

every citizen of India 

'To protect and impro!Je the nat11ral eiiJJirollmellt ind11di11g foreJi.r, !ake.r, 

1i1Jer.r a11d Jvild!ife, and to have compaJ·.rioll for lini11g ltealllm-'": 

Further' more, the 77/" Constitution (Amendment) Act 1992 on the 

revitalization of the Panchayati Raj adds Schedule XI to the Constitution. The 

Schedule has eight entries, which are linked to environmental protection and. 

consetva tion. 

Gradually, from the Directive Principles of State Policy to the 

Constitutional Ame:1dments, increasing importance is given to environmental 

prote'ction and promotion. Around the time of the origin and hay days of the 

Chipko. movement in the 1970s and the 1980s, the environment secured a pretty 

significant pos~tion in the national policy agenda with the press coverage 

multiplying on the issue. Several Acts pertaining to the environment were passed 

during this period like the Insecticide Act of 1968, Wild Life (Protection) Act 

(1972), Water (Prevention and,Control of Pollution) Act of 1974. However, the 

most remarkable change that had an immediate effect on the Uttarakhand society 

was the amendment of the 1927 Forest Act and the coming into force of the 

Fo~est Consetvation Act in October 1980. 

A revtew of the list of ·the Constitutional amendments and the Aqs 

pertaining to the environment portray a very startling message. Most of the 

amendments have been made in the 1970s when the environmental issues were at 

a high pedestal. This point to the fact that the Movement and these 

developments were taking place almost simultaneously in India. The legal

constitutional framework provided a ground for the movement to crystallize; and 

in turn, the movement led to the. series of amendments in the constitution and 

the passing of the Acts· as stated above. For instance, The Forest Consctvation 
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i\ct (1980) came 111 the form of a response to the demands of the Chipko 

l'vfovement. 

Hence, there had been a strong relationship between the development of 

environmental consciousness, emergence of the environmental m~vements like 

Chipko, and the evolution of public policy pertaining to environment within the 

legal constitutional framework of the country. However, although to some extent 

the environmental agreements at _the international level contributed to the 

strengthening of the Chipko movement as an environmental movement, the 

current of the national legal constitutional provision's have had a more profound 

impact on the movement dynamics vis-a vis the international agreements and 

v1ce versa. 

5.6.5. Ideology and Movement Dynamics 

Ideology is considered as one of the most important components of a 

protest movement. This is because the ideology is the legitimizing force of a 

movement and it is the ideological orientation of a movement that determines 

the objective of protest, and the strategy it needs to adopt to secure the goal so 

defined. Therefore, eve1y social movement is characterized by a set of ideology or 

. sets of ideologies. The Chipko Movement, like any other social movement has its 

own ideological premise based on which it develops its movement strategies and 

techniques. 

The ideological premise of the Chipko movement is not a smooth terrain. 

The ideological orientation in each phase that it passed was determined by the 

kind of force involved in it although its ideology is claimed to predominantly the 

extension of the traditional Gandhian Sarvodaya. In other words, it rather 

represents a resultant of the forces involved therein. Ideology, and for that 

matter, the differences thereof, constitute a major factor responsible for 

movement dynamics, even bringing about a transformative shift in the nature and 

content of the movement. The ideological orientations of the movement and its 

influence on movement dynamics have been analysed below. 
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An attitudinal scaling was conducted among some thirty respondents 

.randomly selected from different sections of the people in the Gru:hwal 

Himalayas. One of the statements made (m Statement No.3) was that there is an 

ideological difference among the leaders. The response pattern has been 

graphically presented in ftgure 5.12 below: 

Figure5.12 
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From the table above it is revealed that approximately 70% of the 

responded had the view that there is an ideological difference among the leaders 

of the Chipko movement. Hence, this was the starting point to explore the 

different strands of ideologies within the movement, and the impact of the 

differences on the movement. 

We began to explore the different ideological strands of the movement 

through our secondary research. The study reveale4 that despite the movement 
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comnuung itself to the Gandhian· ideology of Sarvodaya, yet the movements' 
' I 

ideology reflected an amalgam of atleast two different ideological orientations-· 

gandhism and Marxism. Owing to the differing ideological commitments, the 

exponents of the movement in the three regions of Uttarakhand were divided 

into three streams. One group of the activists were influenced by Sunderlal. 

Bahuguna and was active in the Bhagirathi Vall~y; the second group under the, 

ideological influence of Chandi Prasad Bhatt was active in the Alakananda Valley; 

and the third stream was the Uttarakhand Sangbarsh Val1i11i active in the Kumaon 

region. Whereas Bahuguna's stream in Bhagirathi valley was committed to 

Gandhian Sarvodaya ideology as practiced by Vinobha .. 'Bhave, the ideological 

underpinning of the Alakananda group represented a sort of synthesis of 

Gandhia"nism and western socialism as practiced by J. P. Narayan and R. M. 

Lohia. However, the ideological commitment of the Uttarakhand Sangharsh 

Vahini was strongly influenced by Marxism, and was more proximate to the 

radicall\hoist ideological orientation. 

In terms of the mode and ideology of works, the three wmgs of the 

Chipko movement had sharp differences but the one between the Alakananda 

group and the Bhagirathi group was more pronounced. Owing to the ideological 

differences, there were perceptual differences between Sunderlal Bahuguna and 

Chandi Prasad Bhatt on the causes of deforestation, the emergence of the' 

movement, and their methods of working. Whereas Bahuguna blames modern 

industrialization as the underlying cause of deforestation, conversely, Bhatt feels 

that it l.s the development policy biased towards city and big industry and against 

local economic and ecological self-reliance as the cause of the movement. 

The differences in the ideological commitments of the three wings of the 

Chipko movement has resulted in the differing social action~ towards the use of 

the natural resources, perspectives of development, and on the movement 

strategies and actions. Each ideological strand led to the development of a 

partic\.1lar type of social action to be advocated by the movement in the three 

. regions of Uttarakhand. The spectrum of possible social actions flowing from the 

different ideological premises of the mnvement as developed by Tiwari (1997) 
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has been presented below to facilitate our understanding of the influence of 

ideology on movement dynamics. 

Figure 5.13 

The Spectrum of Possible Actions Flowing from Different Ideological 

Premises of the Movement 

A 

· Pnr rir.inn rm·v tvJnflf>l fRhnlt.~ 

c 

\V elf m· e of Current G en era tiou 

Adapted From D. D. Tiwari (1997) 

D. D. Tiwari (1997) classifies the possible modes of social action into 

three categories: the Conservationist model of Sunderlal Bahuguna's camp, 
' ' 

Chandi Prasad Bhatt's Participatory model and Uttarakbcmd Scmgbar.rb Vahini'.r 

(USI'] :tvlodernistic model. The conservationist model of social action as 

o espoused by Bahuguna envisages a no growth economy and advocates . a 

complete ban on tree felling. His advocates a completely nature-based living in a 

pre-industrial economy, resembling the ideas of Lytin White. His model strongly 

advocates the welfare of the future generation at the cost of the welfare of the 

current generation. Bhatt's, Participatory model strikes a balance between the 
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welfares of the current and the future generations as it advocates a slow but 

sustainable model of economic growth. It envisages a development model, which 

must proceed without depleting local natural resource base, and favours a joint 

forest management by the government and the people. This group of the Chipko 

believed in reviving the local economy through a judicious extraction of the 

forest resources. At the other extreme vis-a-vis the Conservationist wing of 

Bahuguna is the USV's Modernistic model which concerns exclusively with the 

welfare of the current· generation, aiming at Sl,lch a rate of economic growth 

which may not be sustainable. They emerged as a reaction to the thousands of 

uncleared development projects owing to the forest related disputes in the region, 

and hence shouted slogans W<:e "Fell Trees". Thus, there is no agreement among 

the groups on what the system should be. 

Because the action groups are generally established to achieve a giVen 

short term goal, failure to realize that goal is apt to cause the group to lose 

relevancy and hence fade away or concentrate their efforts to the realization of te 

secondary goals. Even if the primary goals are realized, the same process is likely 

to occur. This may happen to the group as a whole or only to sections of it, 

resulting in possible fragmentation, thereby providing some energy for 

..; 1 movement dynamism. In the present case, the Conservationist wing faced severe 

reactions from the people within a short time because it created discontent 

among the people as it deprived them of the forest resources. Hence, there 

developed a split in the wing with Ghanshyam Raturi leading the new faction. 

The split and gradual fading away of the wing is the price it had to pay for being 

more ecocentric than anthropocentric. Similarly the influ~·nce of the Modernistic 

wing waned for taking a radically extreme position. This led to the movement 

moving its epicenter towards the Alakananda Valley, and it almost has become 

synonymous to Bhatt's Dasholi Gram Swarajya Mandai. With the shrinking base 

of the Chipko movement owing to this ideological difference and the consequent 

differences on modes of social action, the movement has not only witnessed a 

shift in its nature moving towards anthropocentrism from ecocentrism but also 

as faced a supposed demise (Chakraborty: 1999). Weber (1988), however, feels 

that despite the splits and fragmentations, the Chipko survives as a perception in 

the minds of the people, even if it has demised as a movement. 
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5.6.6. Funding Problems and the Movement Dynamics 

Fund is an essential component necessary for movement organizations. 

Sufficiency or otherwise of the fund is likely to determine the effectiveness, of 

movement mobilizations and hence its nature and course. To this end, it was 

thought desirable to explore the sources of fund of the movement and its impact 

in movement dynamics. Our interviews with the Chi_pko activists including 

Chakradhar Tiwari, Murarilal, Sishupal Singh Kunwar 'and Ramesh Pahari 

revealed that the chief sources of the fund for the movement came from the 

revenues obtained by DGSS from its earlier activities as a self-help organization. 

The awards won by the pioneer of the movement, Shri Chandi Prasad Bhatt also 

constituted the source of movement funding. In this context, Ramesh Pahari, 

th,e spokesperson of the movement says, 

\ 

"Cbipko i.r the fir.rt lllOJJement in Jvbit-IJ no monry wa.r it11Jolved. For example, 

people .rupplied 1vitb food for tbe adiiJist.r, tbe bu.r owner:; did not charge O'!J 

fare to the adiJJi.rt.r. Tbi.r i.r bo1v people helped the moJJIJ!lWit. Tbe DGSS had 

.rome fll/1{/; the lvlag.rqpqy A1vard that Bhat(ji 1von wa.r inJJe.rted in the 

DGS S. ThiJ· i.r bow tbe moJJement managed itJ· fimd.r. There 1va.r no fimd 

JivJJJ 011/.ride". (Personal Interview with Ramesh Pahari May 2005) 

Moreover, the movement also derived support from the villagers in kind. 

The activists clearly denied the flow of any fund from outside. The fact that the 

movement did not derive any financial support from international organizations 

was further established through discussions we had with the scholars who had 

previously researched on the movement (for instance, the present researcher had 

a series of internet communication with 1\mit Mitra who had researched on the 

n10vement and published his report in Down to Earth in 1992). 

However, in the recent years t\le movement is receiving government 

funds for its various ecodeveloprnent projects and camps. This has led to the 

movement getting passive, collaborating with the state, abandoning its earlier 

posicion. 
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5.6. 7. Leadership and Movement Dynamics 

Although the movement denies any formal hiecarchy, the particulady 

influential leaders of the movement included Chandi Prasad Bhatt and Sunderlal 

Bahuguna. Gaura Devi, Dhoom Sing N~ Bachni Devi and Ghanshyam Raturi 

are some important figures associated with the movement. But the two important 

leaders of the Chipko Movement are undoubtedly Sunderlal Bahuguna and 

Chandi Prasad Bhatt. However:, the movement was a fractu.ced movement, 

organized by different people at different places in different phases. Flowing 

fmm the ideological differences they (Bahuguoa and Bhatt) shared and the 

consequent differences in their attitude towards the nature of the system they 

sought foe, there emerged a sort of personality dash between the two important 

leaders of the Chipko Movement Sunderlal Bahuguna and Chandi Prasad Bhatt. 

The existence of the clash between d1e leaders was established from the result of 

the attitude scaling that was conducted (Statement No. 2: There is a Pecsonality 

Clash among the Leadecs), which has been presented below. 

Figure 5.14 

Attitude Types on the Statement: There is a Personality Clash among 

Leaders 
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Around 76.6% of the respondents felt that there is a personality clash 

(53.3% strongly agreeing to it and 23.3% agreeing, summing up to 76.6%). 

However, it needs to be noted that it was the ideological difference between the 

two strands of environmentalism as espoused by Chipko under the influence of 

Suoderlal Bahuguoa and Chandi Prasad Bhatt that in fact brought a clash of 

personalities between the two groups. Ramesh Pahari also pointed out to the fact 

that there had been a series of exchanges of letters between Bhatt and Bahuguoa 

after having developed differences. The personality clash has led to some sort of 

a character assassination of Suoderlal Bahuguoa from within (see, for instance, 

Jagdish Prasad Vyas: 1992). Apparently the leadership conflicts are not regarded 

as influencing the objectives and strategies of the movement (see figure below) 

since a total of 46.6% of the respondents disagree (disagree and strongly disagree 

put together) on the question that the conflict in leadership as brought about a 

change in objectives and strategies of the movement. 

Figure 5.15 

Attitude Types on the Statement: The Objectives and strategies of the 

Movement Have Changed Due to leadership Conflicts 

ATTITUDE TYPES ON THE SfATETEMENT: 
THE OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES OF THE MOVEMENT 

HAVE CHANGED DUE TO LEADERSHIP CONFUCTS 

Yet the clashes and conflicts among the leaders exist, which have 

weakened the movement Ramesh Pahari says: 
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" .. . Ajier t!Je Birendra Kumar Committee Report 011 the moPelmnl .rc~ying 

1/.wl 11/0iit:Jt/elll i.r 110/ wro11g, Ba!JIIgllltc!J'i look up to Chip/...~o c111d dqji11ile/y he 

a/.ro ronl1ilmted .rignificant!J to the motJeme!lt bmm.re be IJim.re!f 1va.r a 

repotter if t!Jc Hindi!Jian and got a 1vide media i'O/Jerage for tiJe mOlJemeltt. · 

He also got wide i'OlJerage and got renoJVJJed (yo11 knmv tbi.r is the age of .re!f 

exposition) as be said t!Jat he ran the mot;emenl... In 19 7 4 1vhen Forest 

Co1poration Jva.r formed, t!Jere 1vere prole.rt.r in t/Ji.r area, a11d in Rem: 

Dming that time BaiJ!Iguncyi'faJied for elewn dc!y.r and be JVOI:rhipped the 

weapon.r if felling like axe and tbe .raw. He told the people fbat the tree.r need 

/o be felled. Bhat(ji bm all domment.r pe1tai11ing to thi.r. 'Thi.r is one if the 

rea.rons for tbe jail11re if the movement". (Personal Interview with 

Ramcsh Pahari at Gopeswar, May 2005) 

Therefore, it 1s evident that at least in the Bhagirathi valley and 

Alakananda valley could not emerge as a .united force, o\ving primarily to the 

differences between the two leaders of the movement, that is Sunderlal Bahuguna 

and Chandi Prasad Bhatt. 

Therefore, it may be said that movement has been influenced to some 

extent by · the clashes and conflicts between and among leaders, thereby, 

impacting to some extent negatively on movement course and movement 

dynamics, although not directly bringing about a significant change in. the 

objectives and strategies of the movement. 

5.6.8. Party Politics and Movement Dynamics 

Political parties are the important agencies of interest articulation and 

aggregation. ln the recent years there has been a pro1iferation of 'Green' political 

parties throughout the globe, and most with a good repute: in electoral 

performances. In India too, recently the Indian National Green Party 

(http://www.ecology.edu/ greens) is born (it was registered with the Election 

C~,mmission of India on 7 January 1999). However, the Green Party has little or 

no room in Indian political dynamics as of now. Green issues have been taken 

oYer by the mainstream political parties in India. Most of the political parties 

have come out with manifestos containing wide lists of ecopolitical issues. Since 
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1997, the manifestos of parties like Janata Dal,Janata Party, the Communist Party 

of India (CPI), Communist Party of India (Marxist) are pregnant with issues 

pertaining to ecology and environment, but the most elaborate list of 

environmental issues lS found in the manifesto of the Bharatiya Janata Party 

(Mahalanahis: 1997). 

In case of the Chipko movement, people opine that the groundwork for 

the emergence of the Chipko movement was prepared by the left parties by 

mobilizing the downtrodden of the Uttarakhand region immediately after the 

1962 Indo- China war (Personal Interview with Sanjay Kothyal, Editor, Yugvani, 

Dehradun, May 2005). Hence, one of the objectives of the present work is to 

analyse whether or not the political parties were involved in the movement and 

how such involvement or otherwise affects the movement and its course. To this 

end, we started with the result of the attitude scaling and subsequendy, we began 

our secondary research to map the relationship between the movement and the 

political parties in the region, and to analyse the possible impact of the political 

parties on movement dynamics. We took the r~-ult of the attitude scaling as a 

benchmark to start of investigation in this direction. The outcome of the attitude 

measurements yielded the following results: 

Figure 5.16 

Attitude Types on the Statement: The Movement is Free from Influence of 
Political Parties 
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Having found that there been practically no influence exerted by the 

political parties in the movem.ent as revealed by the attitude scal.ing, we began 

exploring the contents of the interviews conducteJ and the secondary data 

aYailable on the subject. 

The investigation from the interviews revealed that the political parties in 

themselves were not involved in the movement but different people belonging to 

the different political parties individually supported the movement. Our interview 

with the people in the Bhagirathi valley created an impression tat the movement 

was apolitical. One Satish Kumar, a man in his early thirti~s from Uttarkashi, who 

had not seen the live movement himself expressed: 

'Tbe mOIJement wa.r baJiml!y, a.rfar a.r I kno1v, apolitical. Thi.r i.r becmm all 

people, irre.>pedive of their political backgrounds are said to hm1e participated 

in the moJJmlent" (l\l[y Personal interview with Satish Kumar at 

Gandhi Foundation School, Silyara, Ghansali, May 2005). 

However, the differences shared by the Bhagirathi Valley Chipko 

moYernent and the Alakananda group developed a temptation in the present 

researcher to further explore what the people in the other part of U ttarakhand 

had to say on the issue. Hence, this curiosity culm.inated in the interviews with 

the people in Gopeswar. Ramesh Pahari, a vocal spokesperson of the DGSS and 

a media person by profession in Gopeswar also expressed a similar view on the 

influence of political parties . According to Pahari, 

'There were mmty political learlcr.r who were aJJwiaterl with the JJJO/Jement in 

the beginning, eJpeciai!J .fi'om the leji. The mpport was more from the 

Communi.rt Par{y. Go!Jinrl Singh Rmval JJJaJ the General Secretary of the 

Col!/111111/i.rt Par(y q/ f11dia, who 1va.r do.rc(y a.uociated with the !IIOIN/Jienl. 

The dwimlllll q/ the Oi.rlnd Con11cil wa.r the d~t~inmm q/ the m11~~rr:.r.r too, 

and people q/ that Jtatttre 111ere al.1o participatin,~ in t/Je JiiOIJCiil<:llt. But none 

d the politiwl partie.r Jpmjical(y 1va.r a.r.rociated u;zi/J it. But all t/;e politiwl 

pm1ie.r IPboe/ler u;a.r wiled came and .wpported !be 1710/Jemenl. Tbenfore, 

although there waJ a .wpport.from all the political partie.>, yet tbe 111011ement 
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did not subscribe _to a!!Y political par[y, it remained thorot~gbfy apolitit·al .. . " 

'(Personal Interview with Ramesh Pahari, May 2005). 

The fact that the Chipko Movement did not identify with any political 

party whatsoever has also been asserted by Guha (1989) and Tiwari (1997). Thus, 

apparently the Chipko movement and its dynamism cannot be attributed to the 

involvement Qf any political parties, as the movement was non-political in nature. 

However, this stand needs to be substantiated by the electoral results of the state 

of Uttaranchal as provided below. 

Table: 5.17 

Uttaranchal Assembly Elections 2002: Electoral Performance of 

Different Political Parties 

Political Party Seats Won 

CONGRESS 36 

BARATIYAJANATA PARTY 19 

BAHUJAN SAf\iAJ PARTY 07 . . 

UTT ARKHAND KRANTI DAL 04 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 01 

JANATA PARTY (UNITED) 01 

INDEPENDENTS 02 
' 

The Assembly Elections 2002 was the ftrst assembly elections for the 

newly created Uttaranchal state. The results of the elections do not show much' 

of a difference with the results in other states (see section on Political Parties and 

Movement Dynamics in Chapter 6, with reference to the election results of te 

states of Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and Gujarat for instance). The Left parties 

·which are said to have initiated ,the Chipko Movement in its initial years have 

made no significance in the assembly elections; neither has the Uttarakhand 

Kranti Dal which was formed to struggle for a separate state ofUttaranchal. 
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Table: 5.18 

P~1rliamentary Elections 2004: Electoral Performance of Different 

Political Parties 

SEATS WON TO'l'AL 

SEATS 

Party Gcn=4 SC=1 =5 
I 

BJP 03 - 03 

INC 01 - 01 

SP - 01 01 

TOTAL 04 01 05 
\ 

Source: M. S. Rana (2006). I11dia Vote.r, New DeUu, Sarup and Sons. 

In case of the Parliamentary Elections 2004, which too was the fn·st in 

case of Uttaranchal after its creation as a separate state, the results were not so 

much different from the one of the assembly elections of 2002. Still the two 

contending parties arc the B_] P and the Congress in the state. In this case too, it 

i~ seen that the I .eft could not fare well. The Communist Party of Itldia (Marxist) 

(CP~'f) contested the Garhwal scat for the first time and got only 4360 votes. 

But what can be seen here is, although the movement was not directly . 

influenced by any political parties in the beginning and all parties lent support to 

it, in the recent years, political parties have been u-ying to involve with the issues 

on environment. This is mpore true in case of the BJP which 1s resorting to the 

environmental issues as a part of its electoral strategy in the state. Whatever 

.remains of the Chipko Movement today remains mostly in the form of the anti

Tehri Dam Movement. Scholars (Mawdsley: 2005 and 2006, Williams and _ 

Mawdsley: 2006) have pointed out that the. Hindu nationalist parties like the 
' 

Vishva Hindu Parishad and the RJP among others have in the recent years been 

im·olvcd in the anti-Tchri Dam protests. Probably it is this involvement of tc BJP 
I 

that fetched to it a return in the 2002 and 2004 elections in the state. Hoewver, it 

is a matter that needs a further probe. 

Moreover, the time of the Chipko Movement coi'ncided with the time of 

the emergence of the mo,;ement for a separate Hill state based on similar issues 
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as espoused by the Chipko Movement, most of the Political Parties, notably the 

Congress Party, the Bharatiya Janata Party and te Communist Party of India were 

involved with the issue of statehood and paid little attention to influence the 

movement as such. The movement got displaced by the Uttaranchal Movement, 

even displacing it from the agenda of the political parties (sec Emma l\lawdsky, 

1998; Somen Chakraborty, 1999; Trilokchand Bhatt, 2001; Satyaprasad Raturi, 

2004 and Kedar Singh Fonia, 2005 for details). 

5.6.9. Role of the NGOS and Movement Dynamics 

l\lost of the environmental movements around the globe arc espoused 

and led by environmental non-governmental organizations. Moreover, 1t is the 

networking among the NGOs that helps a local movement develop in to a , *' 
movement of international repute. The Chipko Movement was also spearheaded 

by the Dasholi Gram Swarajya Mandai (DGSS) with its headquarters 111 

Gopeswar, district Chamoli, Uttaranchal. However, it was the contributions of 

other national NGOs and Foundations that helped the movement gained 

prominence and recognition both at home and abroad. Ramesh Pahari, an active 

activist of the Chipko movement says, 

" ... but 1ve got mpport from Gandhi Peace Foundation, Ne1v Delhi and 

Centre for Science and Em;ironmenl, Ne111 Delhi. /lnupatll lvfiJhra jivm 

Gandhi Peace Foundation and /lnil /lgat7Jia!fro111 CSE regular!J viJited 

tbe pla,·e and helped 1/J to miJe the conJcioi!JneJJ in the people. Moreove1~ it 

JII(IJ lhry 1vho propagated !he movement o111Jide tbe region. " (Personal 

Interview with Ramesh Pahari, May 2005). 

However, the national NGOs and Foundations, which were involved 

·~. 

with the propagation of the movement within and outside the country, despite . · 

giving the movement a peculiarly environmental dimension, have had little or no 

effect on the objectives and strategies of the movement. This is further clarified 

by the followmg figure (figure 5.19) on the attitude types on whether the 

movement's objectives and methods were influenced heavily by the NGOs 

invoked in it. 
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Figure 5.19: The Attitude Types on the Statement: 

The objectives and Methods of the Movement were heavily influenced by 

the NGOs involved in the Movement 

The Objectives and l'tf ethoda of l'tf ovement are Influenced 
by the NGOII involved in It 

20% 
18% 
1 
14% 
12% 

Percentage 10% 
8% 
6% 
4% 
2% 
0% 

SA A DA lD 

Attitude Types 

From the figure it is seen that 40% of the respondents feel that the 

movement is influenced by the NGOs involved in it, but next .30% do not agree 

to it and the lat .30% is undecided. Hence, the role of the NGO could not e 

ascertained in bringing about change in the nature of the movement and its 

objectives and methods. It can therefore be said that themovement has been 

influenced by these organizations but the influence is not as strong to determine 

its method and character. The only big influence of the NGOs was that it 

projected the environmental face of the movement outside, conspicuously hiding 

back its face as a peasants' movement. 

5.7. TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE MOVEMENT 

By transformation in the environmental movement, we refer to the shifts 

m the objectives and issues of the movement, gradually distancing from the 

original objectives and issues framed by the movement, the qualitative alterations 

that takes place in the nature and content of the movement, change in the nature 

of the strategies of the movement, and, fmally, the movement's direction of 

movement, say for instance, fragmentation and demise, or unification, and 
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bolstering of its strengths. Whereas a movement may move towards stagnancy, 

or towards dcm.ise, contrarily, it may also involve success stories, leading to the 

continuation of the movement with new but seemingly a bifurcation in its 

objectives, reappearing with a renewed vigour. However, in both these cases, the 

movements undergo changes, bringing about a metamorphosis in the nawrc and 

content of the movement as a whole. 

In the present case, the movement's maJOr transformations occurred as 

shifts in the objectives and issues of the movement over the years and the 

qualitative change in the nanlre of the movement from economic to ecological 

and finally political. These shifts or the transformations of the movement have 

been dealt with individually as under. 

5.7.1. Transformations of objectives I issues 

Ramesh Pahari, the spokesperson of the Chipko Movement, when 

interviewed expressed that the issues and objectives of the movement have not 

changed, because all the six points of objectives framed during the course of the 

movement arc regarded as fundamental, which simply can not be changed. 

According to Pahari (2005), there has not been any change in the objectives of 

the movement. Asked whether the objectives of the movement have changed 

over the years, Pahari says: 

"No. Not at aiL Thry are the baJic ofvectiveJ and are to be regarded aJ 

fundamentaL There iJ no qtteJtion of thm fundamental primipleJ changing. 

This is because 1ve accept tbat foreJt and man, foreJt and animals, and forest 

and water fry natttre have close interrelationship. If yott lem;e out om, you 

cannot think of the other. So, if you separate the forest from time ill people, 

the people cannot Jimp(y tolerate the Jituation becauJe thry will be then left 

)/IL/h nothing. TbiJ iJ became the people here are dependent on agrimlture and 

ani111al hu.rband!Y· and !h~y gel the on!y .wppor! in thi.r ret,ardfi·olll !hefore.rl 

lo eam their lit;e/i!Jood. The fundamw!al ptinciple.r thai we ha11e on!limd 

j>oin!J 011/ lo !/)(' 111:crl /o Jlll'l't'Y Oil!' jim:.r/ rllld di.w:lop a j{td Jhccl of i !J 

.ril11alion: JJJ/;ere the frm:.rl i.r de,graded, where the fore.rt i.r nch and lo 

J!tc:n,~t/Jen !/}{: lradi!ional!y e.>:i.rlin<g ham;onio11.r tc:lalion ~/!he local people 
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Jvilh ll1eir fore.rt.r. T/.JIIJ, lbere iJ .ri;tp/y no qm.rtion rif tbe.re fundamental 

oijediiJe.r. dwnging' at all" (Personal Inetrview with Ramesh Pahari, 

2005). 

However, our study on the Chipko movement .led us to a conclusion which 

differs from what Pahari says. The Chipko movement made a six-point charter of 

demands in 1973 at a meeting of the sarvodaya workers at Garud in Chamoli 

district of Uttaranchal. They are: 

1. Abolition of the auction/ contractor system and the formation of 

forest labour cooperatives. 

2. Instih1tionalization of Peoples' participation m forest 

management through Gram Sabha, forest panchayats, district 

councils etc. 

3. Establishment· of local small-scale forest based industries to 

generate employment. 

4. New forest settlement to determine the people's rights to forest 

produce such as fuel wood andfoc!c!er. 

5. · Assistance to village efforts for afforestation. 

6. Ban on felling green trees in areas critical for the protection of 

water sources and the prevention of landslides. 

Four out of the total six points of the demand were economic in nature. 

The central focus was the replacement of the contract system by the forest 

labour cooperatives and the setting up of small-scale industries, as 

emphasized in several public gatherings at Gopeswar and Utt~r Kashi during 

the course of the movement (Kunwar: 1988; Shepard: 1988). It influenced the 

emergence of other movements of similar nature both in India and abroad. 

However, 1n November 1986, the Chipko Movement outlined its s1x 

points principles in a meeting of the national and international environmental 

activists at Surajkud ncar Delhi through the Chipko leader Chandi Prasad 

Bhatt (Bhatt: 1977a). The new set of principles includes: 
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1. To understand what the forest itself wants :and to analyze 

socio-economic condition of the peoples in order to establish 

the type of forestry required. 

2. To identify the reserve areas affected by landslides and 

erosion, or crucial for the conservation of water resources. 

3. To establish the tninimum needs of people living next to 

forests and an administration such that these rights may be 

easily exercised. 

4. Complete stoppage of the contractor system and organization 

of the people to undertake conservatio.n, development and 

exploitation work in the forests. 

5. Plantation 'of trees of use to the villagers so as to avoid the 

entry of the people into the reserved forests. 
'• 

6. Setting up of industries based on minor forest products to 

prevent migration. 

It is interesting to note at this point that although a bulk of the origimil 

stx points charter appeared in these principles, yet it is true that the emphasis 

shifted from dom.inantly economic to more ecological; from the political question 

of people's rights to the quasi-academic orientation of understanding the socio

economic conditions of the people. Hence, from 1977 onwards, the Chipko 

movement completely shed its old demand for higher allocation of forest 

products to local industries and has turned its major focus on environmental 

concerns. 

The issue of the movement -further transformed in the 1980s. The 

strongest Chipko movement of the 1980s is the movement in Dhungri Paintoli 

village. As discussed above, the issue in this movement was not much ecological 

but it fo·cused ,on the rights of women to participate in the decision-mak.ing 

process in matters pertaining to their domain of work, that is, concerning forest 

ai1d environment. Hence, a shift took place in the movement jssues and 

objectives from ecological to political. 
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In the 1990s and its aftermath, the movement seems to ha\re disappeared 

and scholarships on the movement have even questioned its existence today 

(\V'eber: 1997). However, activists in the movemt:nt still feel that the movement is 

on but the issues have changed (Pahari: 2005). The NGOs associated with the 

movement, particularly the DGSM is now conducting forestry and environmental 

conservation camps, ceo-development camps etc. and ra1s111g peoples' 

conscwusness and mobilizing their power in keeping with te fundamental 

principles of the Chipko tnovement. 

5.7.2. Transformations ofthe Strategies 

The symbolic strategy that Chipko adopted was the Hugging of the trees. 

It stemmed from the Sarvodaya ideological foundation as espoused by Gandhi. 

Gandhian idea of Satyagraha and non-violence that the leaders were attached to 

helped them carve out a strategy that was at the same time i1on-violent and 

effective. This was the hugging of the trees. However, it needs to be clarified that 

the actual hugging of trees did not take place in the Chipko movement. The field 

study of the present researcher at different places of the Chipko movement, 

especially in the Bhagirathi Valley and the Alakananda Valley did not come across 

any one who confmned any single instance of physical 'hugging' of the tree. A 

detailed survey of the past researc~ works further confirmed it. Jayanta 

Bandyopadhyay (1999) corroborates the fact that 'hugging' or 'embracing' was 

verbal symbolic, non-violent methods, which were adopted but the physical 

embracing did not take place. To quote Bandyopadhyay, 

" ... Contrary to all the 11njounded greeni.rb journalistic attempts in tbe 

intemational media, to garner the glory of the Chipko Mot;emellt, there has so 

far been on!J om repotted clear instance of actual liSe of the method of 

embrating tr"m~ and thai too by a male aditJiJI. In the year 19 77, Dhoom 

Singh Negi, a co11rageo11J and leJJ knoJVII Gcmdhian activist from the village 

'Pipleth, Jtmu.ifiti!Y pret;ented felling by embradng trees in the Sale! JoreJt 

area in the Garbwal Himalqya, aJ haJ· been reported by Jhiva and 

Bal/{fyopadi?Jqy (1986). In all other instam·es of Chipko movement, 

reJiJtance JJJaJ e.xp!r:J:red in other non-violent formJ. In moJt cases, the ptuence 
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~(a large lllllllber ~f a11g~y m'lkiger.r JPa.r eno11gb to di.rm11rage the ,·onlraclor.r 

ji'OI!I tryi11g to fell tree.r. 

/111 photo,grapiJJ ~/ 'Chipko /lctio11/ reprc.renl enadmwl.r. IP"hen the on(y 

repo1ted incidence ~/embracing tree.r to proted lbem from felling oa'lllred in 

S aiel fom'l.r in the Gcirh1J!al 1-limalqya, am/ h11ma11 life JJ!ct.r at ti.rk, there 

wa.r no photographer around in the remote 11/0iflllainfore.rt.r". 

Although, it was only verbal in nature, the symbolic strategy of 'hugging' 

did not take place, yet it served as an important strategy for the movement. 

However, the strategy gradually lost significance owing to the absence of felling 

and absence of such a necessity to pose a symbolic threat. With the passing of the 

Forest Conservation Act of 1980, there was a ban on felling of the trees. The 

strategy was adopted in the beginning to protest against the commercial felling. 

Therefore, under the impression that the strategy might have become obsolete, 

we probed the issue with the help of interviews. Ramesh Pahari felt that the 

strategy is still relevant. Pahari says, 

No, it did no/ e11d. Nothi11g happed witho11/ Chipko. Tl1e .r/rategy ~~ dinging, 

a.r a .~ymbolic threat did 11ot mme to m1 end after tbe bat1 on felling. It 

contin11ed a11d .rtill it conti111te.r. The ·movement continmd on the i.r.rue rif 

mceJJitiu rif the people and ecologi,Y,I need.r. Th11.r ~ymbolif Chipko held tbe 

tJPin nece.r.ritie.r rif Emlogical Need.r and Loml .t:-Jeed.r. Ther~fore, .rince there 

are no fellingJ~ there i.r 110 need to h11g, or ding to the lree.r. B11t JPheretJer and 

JllbwetJer the .rit11ation nece.r.ritate.r, the .rtralegy .rball be emplrryed (P'ersonal 

Interview with Ramesh Pahari, 2005). 

Another interview ·at Silyara, Ghansali with one Trilochan Ghildiyal 

revealed a different picture. According to him, 

"Chipko .rtrategy i.r .rtill ali!Je . ... It exiJtJ todqy b11t not in tbe dired adion 

form. It ha.r imp1i11ted a IIC)}J me.r.rage i11 the ·mind.r rif the people. It exi.rt.r 

todq_y i11 the form ~/ an ideology; it e;,i.rt.r in impre.r.rio~;, not /n adion rif 
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/111._f!,ging the tree.r" (Personal Interview with Triloch~tn Ghildiyal at 

Silyara, 2005). 

Thus there has been a transformation in the strategies of the movement .. 

\'\lhereas at one end the hugging strategy has no\v transformed itself to a sense 
' . 

impression from direct action in the past, the movement activists (Gopeswar) 

. have adopted the strategy of ecorestoration practices as a new mode of 

movement action and conduct a variety of such orientation and training camps. 

Thus there has occurred a shift in the nature and content of the strategy of the 

movement. 

5.7.3. Transformation in the Nature ofthe support base 

The support base of the movement has transformed in the recent years. 

Whereas there was efficient mobilization and a wide support base of the 

movement in the past, it has dwindled. Jayanto Bandyopadyay (1999) says, 

"The 11/0/Ietllen/ got il.r initial .rtarl in the m'(flid.r rJIJer mo/1/Jtain .fon:.rt.r 

between the economic inlere.rt.r qf the TllOIII!tain COTilJJI/tllitie.r and the economie.r 

q/ the plain.r. 1-loweJ)er, thi.r jillldamen!al ba.ri.1· rif the moPement got 

.rub.rtanliai!J redum/ JJJith the mllii'Cid .!J.rte/11 qjji:l/ing being .!lopped and the 

e.rlabli.rh111wt of the public .redor Fore.rt DeiJelopmenl C01poration. The 

.felling.r were then . onwardJ· 1111dertaken with the help of local village 

cooperative.r". 

Probably because of the neglect of the villagers who had actively taken 

part in the movement in the felling and allied activities by the local cooperatives, 

the people have been gradually distancing themselves from the movement. This 

has led to the gradual erosion of the peoples'• support by the movement. 

However, the leaders of the movement feel that the apparent loss of the 

support base is simply not real. It appears so because the mos.t important 

objective ·of the movement, that is ban on commercial felling is achieved and the 

people are busy at their own work. When asked whether the support base is still 

stro~g or it has. waned away, Pahari says, 
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"Yes, the support base is .rtill .rtrong. Bm since the work has rlet:reased, the 

.rupport base as obviousfy shrunk. In the hefjnning thm was the need to 

prpare the people for the movement. People used to gather in the p11blk 

meetings etc. But n01V, people are bu!J with tJJeir 01Vn 1Wrk. q the movement 

demands, tbe people will be rear!J for tbe motJelllent ant O'!J time'~ (Personal 

Interview with Ramesh Pahari, May 2005) 

However, the people feel that the movement has alienated the people in 

the recent years. The following figures would illustrate the case. An attitude 

Scaling of the respondents on whether or not the movement has alienated the 

people in the recent years, thereby leading to the erosion of the support base of 

the movement revealed the following as presented in figure 520 below; which 

makes it evident that there has been the alienation of the people from the 

movement in te recent years. 

Figure5.20 
Attitude Types on the Statement: The Movement in the Recent Years has 

Alienated itself from the Affected People. 

THE MOVEMENT IN THE RECENT YEARS HAS 

AUENATED FROM THE AFFECTED PEOPLE 
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The people feel that they are alienated by the movement. Hence the 

support base might have shrunk owing to the movement alienating the people 

from the movement in the recent years. This may explain why the movement 

seems to have lost its vigour in the recent years. Thus there has been a sort of 

transformation in the support base of the movement from a wide base in the hay 

days of the movement to apparendy absence of popular support in the recent 
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years. This fact can be explained in another way as well. People today perceive 

the mm·ement as have failed to meet their aspirations. This is because the Forest 

Conservation act of the 1980 not only put a ban ·on felling, but it also m~de it 

difficult for the people to meet their daily needs from the forests. Sanjay Kothyal, 

Editor, Yugvani, asserted this fact. He says, 

'Tbe people ba/Je felt an ad!Jet"Je qffed_/i"Oill tbe JJtOJJement. Th~y feel, ctfter the 

implementation of the 1-'orut Cot~Jen;ation Ad 1980 their fatui rightJ ba/Je 

been taken mvqy by the government, for 1vbid:; the mm;ement itJe!f iJ 

mponJible." (Interview with Sanjay Kothyal, May 2005) 

Thus, _probably the feeling of alienation from te movement and the 

erosion of the support base of-te movement may owe to the Fores~ Act "\vhich 

came to te people as a response to the Chipko Movement. 

5.7.4. Transformation in the Nature of the Movement 

Not only the issues, objectives, support base._'and strategies of the 

movement transformed in the recent years, there has been a qualitative change in 

the movement too. Although from te beginning the movement represented a 

duality: as, a peasant movement and as an environmental movement, in course of 

time, despite the participatory framework of Bhatt, the movement transformed 

from primarily ~ movement with economic orientations to the environmental 

movement, just to gradually fade away starting the second half of the 1990s. 

Today,r the movement has died out as a direct action and only feebly exists as a 

mental impression in the minds of the people. For instance, Prasun's February 

2003 article makes some explicit and certain other implicit statements. The article 

· entitled in Hindi reads: 'I<;.ya Chipko KA Garbpat bo gaya Hae' ('Is Chipko 

aborted?'). The connotation is implicit. The former Chipko activist believes that 

the success Chipko had in its formative stage is not visible now.· Prasun 

constr{Jcts two po~ver centers-one being 'state power' that we may qualify here as 

'legitimate power', enjoyed by the democratically elected government and its 

representative institutions for instance law courts .in this case. The other power 

that he talks about is 'power of the people' expressed in·'collective action' in the 

form of protest. Prasun's argument is that in 1978, it was 'people's power' that 

won because the provincial police was forced to withdraw from the scene. 
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;\ccording to Prasun, success achieved by the people's movement met its 

objective in 1978, because peoples' will, ultimately ruled. But the movement was 

aborted in 2003, as people were not able to achieve what they desired at the 

outset of the agitation. Partial success in restricting the number of trees to be 

axed or minor diversion in the route of overhead cables was not enough from the 

point of the local people. What one notices here is the insider's view on the 

movement, which says that the movement as transformed its nature from an 

active movement as it was in the past to a dead movement today. 

However, despite these transformations, the movement contributed to the 

development of environmental consciousness and adoption of sustainable model 

of development in the region. 

5.8. IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

The movement has gone a- long way in developing environmental 

consciousness in the region. This has been highlighted by Pahari thus: 

" ... .rpe~~fi!."al(y JJJOII//!11 /JaJ'C bew111e ;Jery COII.rcion.r. !11 the_-pcul, 1/J~y did not 

epe/1 11.red to go OIIIJide tbe 1Jillage. B111 IIOJV tiJ~y ellCI/ go to T-lyderabad and 

Bengal to deli1Jer Jpeecbex. People are mn.rtio11J· and can feel 1vbat IVill make 

their 11illage bette1: We /Ja1Je alxo xt11qy m;terx for JI/Jtainable de11elopment. 

HouJetleJ~ the dellelopmmt in the region bax 110t/11med to be j11l(y JIIJtainable 

(for example the m11lti-xtmied complexex being co!lxtmded in tbe xeixmicaljj 

fragile zom ~~ U tlarcmdia~ baJiwi!J for JOJJ/e economic reaJonx. l-fi"/Jen people 

eam xomething OII!Jide, 1vhen people retire, thry im;ext tbeir monry into thexe 

(ypeJ of 1vorkJ to multip!J their monry. H oJvetlet~ there ix a need to edm"tlte the 

people on tbiJ iJ·xm. lfl"e bm;e not bem able to oppoxe tbexe dellelopmen!J" 

.r/miiJ!/J'" (Personal Interview with Ramesh Pahari, May 2005). 

l'vloreovcr, the importance of the movement Lies in the fact that the 

movement has stopped the unprecedented destructive development the hills and 

made the government feel the necessities of sustainable development in the 

mountainous and fragile region of the country. One of the policy changes as a 
' 

consequence of the CXhipko Movement is the passiong of the Forest 
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Consctyation Act of 19RO, which bears implications to the cxpenence of 

sustainable development. In this connection, Pahari says, 

"In the pax/ 1vhen thej(u·e.rt-JJJorking plan tt.red /o be 1t1ade, tbeirpo!itieJ· u;ere 

jir.rt fell tbe tree.r and plant tbe tree.r. The Chipko moiJement cOtJI)inced the 

g01;emmentthat it i.r 110/ 1/et-eJ.rary to felltree.r in all plmu. It poi11ted Ollltbat 

tbe gotJemment .rbo11ld Jee a.r to wbat will be the ej{ed ~~felling on that pietr: rif 
. land, 1vill it be JatJed or 1vill it be de.rtrqyed. It al.ro need.r to etJalllale the effect 

on the tigbtJ" of the people in that area to the at·t-e.r.r ·to fore.rt re.romy:e.r. A1ry 

poliry .ro de.rigned .rhould be de.rigned in a IVC(J that will a{btt.rl_ tbe local 

problem.r ~~ Jite/, fodder and emplqymwt. T/1e gotJetmneni pa.r.red the Fore.rt 

Con.ro·,,alion /ld in 1980. J don't .rc!y !hal it n;a.r a lJJondeditl piea: of 

legi.rlation. In fad, I ll(y.re(f oppo.red i! !hen. 'J/.Ji.r i.r bew11.re !he /Ill did no/ 

jitl(y addn:.r.r the t:l".me.r rai.red l:y the Chipko MoPet/lelll. It d~jinite(y put a 

ban on felling. B111 JJJe need to rm:re tbe /ree.r and .ri111pfy bm111ing)i:lling i.r not 

wou~~h. Tln:r z:r becc11ue JJJe treat the fore.rt a.r a crop, not a.r a God to be 

IIJO!:rhipped. It i.r here that o11r Chipko ddfi:n /tom Bahttgumyi·:r Chipko, 

· Jiibo ad!iocaled a co///plete ban o11.Ji:lli1tg: 11/e do not propo.re a complete bm1 

on .Ji:lling keeping in 1/ltlld the necmitie.r ~/ tbe people. OtbmJJi.re,, lJJherr:from 

will the people get their farm equipmentJ~ fodder and firetvood? Therefore, 

poliry jorm11lation need.r to keep in mind the ba.ric need.r rif the people .. Unlike 

Bal111g111w '.r ad!Joca~y ~~ .-on.rei7Jill~~ Bear.r and Tiger.r, JJJe .rtre.r.r o;, tbe local 

mini1111fl/J need.r of the people that need to be .rafeguarded fry mry poliry that 

pertain.r /o fore.rl re.rom·tu (Personal In tcrview with Ramesh Pahari, 

l\hy 2005). 

That the movement has contributed towards the understanding and need 

of susrainale development is also evident from a centre that is ~·un by the DCSS 

under the support of the central government. The. following may be summed up 

a~ the achievement of the C:hipko i'vlovemcnt. 

Firstly, in February 1980, the Uttar Pradesh forest department sent 

directives to revise its working plans with a view to harmon
1
izcs them with the 

notion of the '.ren.riti!Ji(y' qf these areas. Though their definition of sensitivity is at 
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variance with those of the people concerned, but at leasr this incidence marks the 

beginning of realization on the part of the government this very crucial fact 

concerning the Himalaya. 

Secondly, a recent satellite remote sensing study conducted by the Space 

i\pplic::nions Center, Ahmedabad show that the forest cover which was lost t!ue 

to commercial felling between i 959-1969 has nearly been regained in the 

sensitive catchment of the Upper Alakananda river. This could have been 

achieved due to the motivation and participation of the local people 

Thirdly, Commercial forest felling is completely banned not only in the 

Alakananda basin from where the Chipko movement was started but also in the 

whole Central Himalaya. This ban continues till today 

Fourthly, in 1975, the Alakananda Soil Conservation Division of the U .P. 

forest department came into existence in Chamoli in order to undertake the 

Himalayan task of rejuvenating the barren slopes. The next five years witnessed 

functioning the Civil Soyam Forest Division in the entire Central Himalaya. In 

order to intensify such steps in Chamoli, the Upper Ganga catchment .has been 

established with the objective of evolving planning for the security and safety of 

the small rivers and rivulets against soil erosion and landslides as also in 

afforestation t!rive. 

Another important aspect of the Chipko movement, which contributes to 

the development of a sustainable development experience in the region, is the 

active reforestation program that has continued since its inception in 1974. This 

was inspired by the movement ideology, which stresses the ecological 

dependency of the local people upon the forests and the need to sustain and 

replenish the local forest environment. In Chamoli district, under the aegis of the 

DGSM, over 1 million trees have been planted since 1974, of which 73 to 88 

percent have survived (Center for Science and Environment 1988). This success 

was achieved la):gely through the work of ecodevclopment camps, which were set 

up by the DGSM to impart environmental education to the population of 

Chamoli district. One of the important features of the camps is the J0!11t 
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partlctp:ltlon of the poor and rich alike, DGSM workers, college and untvt:rstty 

students, teachers, and personnel from scientific institutes, government officials, 

,·o\untary o;·ganizatinn workers and local villagers. The camps are organized 

around a schedule of education, discussions, plantation \vork via .r1Jramda11, or 

donated labor, communal eating where all castes eat together, and communal folk 

singing. At the environmental camp in Bachher, some 18 kilometers from 

Gopeswar, which was held in October 1989, approximately 75 percent of the 

·participants constituted of peasant women from villages scattered across Chamoli 

district. Of the total participants, approximately 20 percent were Brahmin caste, 

50 percent Rajput caste ~nd 30 percent Scheduled castes. The DGSM organizes 

si..'>: t9 nine camps every year. The camps are funded through the DGSM funds 

yia its local cottage industries. Ho\vever, in the recent years, it also has been 

receiving some assistance from government funding agencies. 

The DGSM also started an Integrated Watershed Development project 

with the help of the Planning Commission and the Department of the 

Environment of the government of India. The project is concerned with the 

socioeconomic and environmental development of a 27-village area in the 

catchment area of the Alakananda River, involving the r.articipation of the local 

villagers. In Tehri Garhwal, Bahuguna and other Chipko activists are also 

involved m vanous afforestation and conservation schemes. Chipko activists 

have helped set up Mahila Mangal Dais and MaiJila Mandal.r in many villages to 

coordinate the regeneration of the forests, act as forest guards to prevent felling 

and plant new species of tree for fodder, fuel and etc. in cooperation with the 

local forest department. 

All these speak of a development model movmg towards sustainable 

development in the mountain areas. This is often regarded as an achievement of 

the Chipko Movement. Thus, the transformation in the nature of the movement 

too speaks of the positive contributions to sustainable development by the 

ll10VC!11e!1 t. 
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